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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

221%
Growth in the
number of black
asset managers
since 2009

22

45

Number of firms less
than five years old

core focus of almost all new entrants

R415.5 Billion

R4.6 Trillion

Total industry assets managed by black
asset managers

Gauteng
remains the dominant
location for black firms

manage 86% of the
industry’s assets

Number of firms greater
than 10 years old

Alternative Strategies

Number of black
asset managers

10 firms

13

Total size of industry assets
available for management by
private sector asset managers

9%

is managed by black firms

firm controls 29% of the total
assets managed
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Summary of Findings continued...

62%

ALUWANI Capital Partners
manages the most institutional assets
of firms have 5 or fewer clients
making up over 80% of their AuM

79%

2%

Total number of
people employed
by the industry

45 %

Total women representation in the industry

113

Number of black portfolio managers
with more than 5 years of experience
in money management

60%
of firms spend
less than 1% of
revenue on staff
development
programmes

Taquanta Asset Managers
manages the most retail assets

of industry assets come from
institutional investors

of total industry assets are managed globally

586

SA Active Equity
where the majority of industry
mandates reside

40%
of firms have
no team
member who
is a CFA
charterholder

ICS
Most preferred
external compliance officer

<4
Number of
employees
that hold
equity in
80% of
firms

Maitland Fund
Services
Most preferred external
administrator

SA Passive Fixed Income
had the largest year on year growth

89
%
of firms use an external compliance officer

73 %11

of firms use an external
and independent fund
administrator

%

of external service
providers used are Level
1 B-BBEE contributors

KPMG

Marsh

Most utilised
independent
auditor

Most preferred
insurance
provider
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Summary of Findings continued...

ABSIP

Preferred industry
body for participation

3

1

Number of
companies
that have
won a Raging
Bull award

Number of
companies
that have won
a Morningstar
award

<1%

of turnover
is spent on
advertising
by more
than half of
the firms

84%

of firms depend on direct
relationships to build AuM

4%

21
firms offer
unit trusts

of unit trust
industry is
managed by
black firms

55 1520
out of

unit trusts are managed by black firms

Prescient Management Company

22 %

Preferred co-naming Manco partner

Social Media

of firms are aspiring
to become
household brands

Number of black owned LISPS
Number of black owned life companies

not a dominant medium
used to create brand
awareness

82%

Number of UCITS compliant products

33%

29%

38%

of firms are
classified as
QSEs

of firms are
classified as
Generic

of firms are
classified as
EMEs

of firms have either a
Level 1 or Level 2 B-BBEE
contributor status

Empowerdex
Most utilised ratings agency
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Summary of Findings continued...

58%

of firms are profitable

29%

67%

49%

of firms contributed to the fiscus
in the last financial year

40%

of firms have delivered
3 consecutive years of
positive NPAT

of firms spend less than 50% of
their procurement spend on Level
1 or Level 2 rated enterprises

67%

10

97

new jobs were created
in the industry over the
past 12 months

of firms make a contribution
towards financial literacy and
education programmes

of firms spend less than
1% on corporate social
investment

64%

1%

of firms had less than 5
company engagements in
the last year

Number of firms that are signatories to the
UN Principles for Responsible Investment

58%
60%

of firms subscribe to CRISA
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18%

of firms have a proxy
voting policy in place

Number of firms who only
manage private equity
mandates

2
Mid-Cap
space is the majority
focus area for most of the
private equity managers

X

of firms
manage ESG
specific mandates

42%

of firms make their voting
decisions public

Union Pension Funds
Largest source of private equity
AuM at 32%

Number of private equity
firms who have successfully
exited a fund

94%
Size of private equity assets
sourced domestically
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WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF ABSIP
The Association of Black Securities

In the inaugural 2009 Survey,

and Investment Professionals

assets managed by black owned

(ABSIP) welcomes the 27four

firms was estimated at R91.4

Investment Managers Annual

billion. They have now grown to

BEE.conomics Transformation in

about R415.5 billion in 2017,

Asset Management Survey. The

representing about 9% of the

survey has become a valuable

total investment and savings

source of well researched data

industry in South Africa. This

and trends in a very important sector of our

represents a total growth of 355% over eight

economy and for use by policy makers in

years. Black asset management firms have

ensuring sustainable and inclusive economic

grown to 45 firms from 14 firms in 2009. One

development. This is a credible survey that

welcomes the progress achieved. However,

measures transformation, or the pace of

significantly more can be achieved.

normalisation in the South African asset
Another recent statistic is the less than
management industry. A key finding of the
satisfactory transformation of the stockbroking
survey reveals that we should also be asking
industry. Of the 465 stockbroker analysts
survey participants to walk the talk and increase
participating in the 2017 Financial Mail Analysts
their levels of procurement from black suppliers
rating, about 18% were women and 14% were
so as to have a multiplier effect across the
black.
value chain.
This publication has served to highlight the
As President of ABSIP, I repeat the call by
many successes and challenges faced by black
ABSIP made two years ago that other subenterprises in the sector. We need to continue
sectors of the financial industry must also
in our efforts to diversify the value chain and
measure key metrics and trends of transbuild a sustainable financial services sector,
formation and make this valuable information
one that is competitive and representative.
available to the general public. 27four Investment Managers has set an excellent precedent

Sibongiseni Mbatha

since 2009 by publishing the first such survey

President

in South Africa and also took a bold step in
incubating a number of successful black owned
investment management firms.
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10 YEARS. THANK YOU!
WE COULD NOT HAVE DONE THIS WITHOUT YOU.
This is a special year for 27four Investment Managers

also turn the focus on competition issues to bring

as it marks our 10th birthday. It has indeed been

parity to the sector. For a proper perspective to be

an incredible journey and one that we are so blessed

gleaned and appropriate policy to be formulated,

to have experienced. From being awarded our first

a holistic, theoretical and empirical appraisal of the

mandate on 1 October 2007 to achieving this

sector is required. The BEE.conomics Annual

momentous milestone, we are so grateful to all our

Transformation in South African Asset Management

clients and supporters who have bought into our

Survey provides such a professional diagnosis. The

vision. While so much has been achieved over the

formulation and execution of this research endeavour

last 10 years, driven by our absolute focus on

is backed by a sound thesis of the dynamics of the

putting our clients’ interests first, we continue with

industry, executed by a team of highly skilled

this commitment as we enter the next 10 years of

investment professionals with the relevant

our journey.

experience to draw cogent inferences on the findings.

Our theme for 2017

Whilst the core purpose of the survey is to measure
the pace of transformation within the sector and to

This is our 9th publication. The concentrated

unpack the factors that contribute towards the

structure of the South African financial sector

lopsided topography of the industry, we also have

continues to spawn a clamour for the reformation

to strengthen the dialogue behind creating

of the industry with a view to making it mirror the

progressive, competitive institutions that contribute

demographic set up of post-independence South

to structural change in the economy. Hence the

Africa. 2017 can be defined as the year during

theme of this year’s survey is industrialisation and

which decisive calls for the attainment of that

it pays attention to three important areas:

objective reached new heights as was evidenced
by the parliamentary hearings on financial sector
transformation held in March and May of this year,
as well as the Financial Sector Summit held by the
African National Congress in June. This year is also
a milestone year for the sector which should see
the gazetting of the Revised Financial Sector Code.
The interventionist response by government has
been positive. What remains to be seen is how the
policy framework will be reframed to not only deal

1. Competition. The South African asset
management industry has grown substantially
in terms of the number of black participant
companies. However, the question remains as
to whether the increased participation of new
market players has stimulated a greater degree
of competition within the overall sector and if
any dominant independent black players have
emerged which has resulted in the displacement
of large non-transformed enterprises.

with prudential and market conduct outcomes but

9

Industrialisation should not be a political points-

3. Preferential Procurement. One of the levers

scoring exercise which basically licenses an

of transformation policy is preferential procure-

assortment of small, undercapitalised players

ment which is an essential contributor to creating

that cannot capture economies of scale or make

an economy wide multiplier effect. The sector’s

solid investments in people, technology, training

unique characteristics allows it to amplify its

and research into product development that

impact as the sector uses high level specialist

supports innovation. Industrialisation is about

skills which are outsourced to many independent

creating strong firms that can compete aggres-

firms providing services such as compliance,

sively not only with each other but also with

legal, audit, administration, information tech-

foreign firms and global markets. Our findings

nology etc. We evaluate the impact that black

allow our readers to evaluate the strength of

asset managers have on the industry that

the universe of firms and ascertain the level of

supports their functions. As sourcing these skills

penetration achieved and what barriers prevent

from black players strengthens the virtuous cycle

the dominance of black firms in the sector.

of inclusive economic growth that is the goal of
B-BBEE.

2. Financial Inclusion. The South African banking
sector has made some strides in providing access
to banking services to low income earners. One

Industry input

could argue that the savings and investments

Each year we receive overwhelming input from

industry falls behind the banking sector in this

different stakeholders. This input takes the form of

regard. The asset management sector remains

compliments, criticism and valuable suggestions.

largely out of reach for the ordinary person

The most crowded suggestion received following

because of the complexity of products and

the publication of the 2016 survey was the appeal

convoluted fee structures. We investigate the

to provide a sound calculation of the size of the

types of products and services offered by black

South African savings and investments industry so

asset managers and the contribution made to

as to obtain an accurate reflection of the industry

widen financial inclusion. Competition should

assets managed by black firms. 27four heeded this

have a strong bearing on the quality of financial

call and subsequently collaborated with the

products, enhance customer mobility, lower

Association for Savings and Investment South Africa

charges and increase access. We take a look at

(ASISA) to arrive at this number. Little did we know

the customer base of black asset managers, the

the can of worms this would open but we have

products offered and how successful they have

dedicated an entire section to this entitled “So Just

been in penetrating a wide consumer base.

How Big is the Pie?”
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10 Years. Thank you! continued...

Industry representatives speak
What’s new this year?

their mind

Our environment is constantly changing. In order

Each year we provide industry patrons the opportunity

for businesses to survive and be competitive they

to share their thoughts on topics that influence

need to respond quickly in order to capitalise on

outcomes for the sector. This year we have three

industry evolution. In response to our fast changing

contributions:

environment we have made several modifications
(as well as additions) to this year’s publication:

• Words from the President of ABSIP Mr Sibongiseni
Mbatha in support of evidenced based policy

1. Human Capital. A look into the demographic

outcomes.

make-up of the firms, ownership and economic
interest and the professional development of staff.

• We speak to Mr Liso Steto, Chief Director of Black
Economic Empowerment and Mr Jacob Maphutha,

2. Brand Building. We look at the role of focused

Director of Black Economic Empowerment at the

advertising and marketing efforts, the mediums

Department of Trade and Industry (dti) on the

utilised as well as key brand recognition drivers.

Revised Financial Sector Code.

3. Distribution. How do companies penetrate

• We speak to Ms Barbara Vintcent, Managing Dir-

different customer segments and what is their

ector and Mr Khoabane Phoofolo, Vice President

market share across these segments and the

at BlackRock South Africa on the collaboration

tools and vehicles that allow for expansionary

between BlackRock, ABSIP and 27four in regards

distributive outcomes.

to the Global Skills Development Programme
established by the parties in 2015.

4. Socio-Economic Impact. We investigate both
the economic impact made by the companies in
terms of job creation and contribution to the

What you should look out for

fiscus. We also look at other factors with a social

We present three discussion pieces that we have

impact such as financial literacy and education

identified as themes that characterise the current

and products that target the LSM 4,5,6 market.

environment:

5. Private Equity. In recent years we have seen

1. The Curse of the Plateau. This piece focuses

the emergence of many black private equity

on what it takes to grow a sustainable enterprise.

players to meet the increased appetite of
institutional investors for unlisted sources of
return. We take a look at the focus of these
players as well as the size of funds and growing
skill base.

2. Success Takes Time to Cultivate. We take a
look at what is needed from investors to allow
managers to flourish.
3. The B-BBEE Scorecard for Retirement Funds.
We provide insight into the inclusion of this new
Scorecard in the Revised Financial Sector Code.
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Methodology used to present our
What you will discover

findings

The survey provides the most comprehensive review

• The design of the questionnaire that survey

of the industry, covers a wide range of subjects,

participants complete is based on in-depth industry

includes expert commentary, key trends from recent

research conducted by our investment team.

years, historical statistics, league tables and results.
The study offers exclusive insight into the latest
developments affecting the industry. Our meticulous

• Investment managers are invited to complete
the questionnaire online.

checks and balances ensure reliability and provide

• The output is presented in the form of graphs

credibility and integrity to our findings. We urge

and tables and expert commentary and opinion

that readers carefully analyse and contextualise

is provided by our investment team.

our findings and apply sense and judgement when
making reference to our results.

• Outcomes are presented per category. Participating firm profiles are provided in the last section

Criteria for participation in the

of this report.

survey

•Participation in the survey is entirely voluntary.

An invitation was extended to fund managers that

All the information presented in this survey is as

meet the following minimum criteria:

at 30 June 2017.

a) minimum of 50% black ownership with accompanying voting rights and
b) minimum of 50% black representation at board
level and
c) minimum of 50% black individuals in senior fund
management positions

where “black” is defined as per the dti Codes of
Good Practice.
Where managers no longer meet any of the above
criteria they will exit the survey. The universe of
managers invited included conventional long-only
managers (across all asset classes), hedge fund
managers and private equity managers.

12
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10 Years. Thank you! continued...

History of the survey
2017
2009

2011

2013

2015

Maiden
survey
launched.

Industry AuM
climbs to R165
billion.

Listing of
Top 10 firms
by AUM.

Manager
advertisements
introduced.

Provide an
accurate size of the
industry. More focus
on private equity and
socio-economic
outcomes.

2010

2012

2014

2016

Participation
rate jumps to
20 managers.

Introduce
comparison
to total
industry size.

Fund
performance
introduced.

Increased focus
on black
industrialisation.

Conclusion

Final thank you

The magnitude of financial sector concentration has

The production of this survey is also a celebration

been a subject discourse since the attainment of

of black excellence. We can take inspiration from

democracy in 1994. Our studies since the 2009

Pixley ka Isaka Seme’s speech to students and

launch of our maiden survey have continuously

professors at Columbia University, New York in

highlighted the structural and legislative impediments

1906 when he said: “The races of mankind are

that foster anticompetitive behaviour. Competition

composed of free and unique individuals. An attempt

has the ability to spur improvements, such as

to compare them on the basis of equality can never

creating greater access to services, vaster product

be finally satisfactory. Each is himself. My thesis

differentiation and lowering the cost of financial

stands on this truth; time has proven it. In all races,

intermediation. All such outcomes are linked to

genius is like a spark, which, concealed in the bosom

higher living standards and faster economic growth

of a flint, bursts forth at the summoning stroke. It

which South Africa so desperately needs. Hence

may arise anywhere and in any race”. So individuals

there is the need to give attention to the competition

are unique and are capable of sparks that will

debate and we should be tirelessly seeking to create

revolutionise the way we do things which many of

a balance between financial stability, market

our survey participants exhibit. We thank each

competition and the economic, social and historical

participant for their ongoing contribution.

realities that abound. Such structural reform can
be achieved.

To our readers, we trust that you will find this year’s
publication as insightful as previous ones and look
forward to our continued engagement. Your input
is most welcome. To the Transformation Policy and
branding teams at 27four, you have once again
raised the bar of exceptionalism.
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SO JUST HOW BIG IS THE PIE?
Endorsed by the Association for Savings and
Investment SA.

ASISA statistics

Each year since inception of the survey, one of the

The South African Savings and Investments industry

most challenging tasks has been to calculate the

is comprised of three pools of assets:

total size of the South African Savings and

1. Retirement Fund Assets

Investments industry. Despite the high levels of

2. Life Company Assets

reporting and the number of regulatory and reporting

3. Collective Investment Scheme (CIS) Assets

bodies involved, the accessibility of reliable and
accurate data, which eliminates double counting of

In addition to the above, the asset management

assets, and identifies appropriate pools of

industry also manages small pools on behalf of

independently manageable assets, has been an

short term insurers and medical schemes.

anathema.
As a result we approached the Association for

As a starting point, ASISA reconciled asset management statistics, to asset ownership statistics.

Savings and Investment SA (ASISA) to lend their
expertise and conduct a rigorous review of the data
in order to provide a value that accurately reflects
the size of the industry. The findings of this review
is presented below.

Manager

R’m

PIC managed Government Employees Pension Scheme (per SARB reports)

1 707 367

Asset management data provided by ASISA fee paying members

6 153 631

Less Short Term and Medical Scheme assets managed by members
Total regulated savings managed by ASISA members

(75 708)
7 785 290

Owner
Retirement Funds including GEPF (30/06/2016)

3 284 988

Life Companies (31/12/2016)

2 634 174

Collective Investment Schemes (31/12/2016)

2 003 594

Total by Owner

7 922 756

The small differences in the above two statistics, are attributable mainly to reporting timing differences.
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1. Retirement fund assets

Internally managed assets

This information is made available by retirement

One area of contention is the assets managed

funds to the Financial Services Board (FSB) who in

internally and fixed property held by some of the

turn provides data to the South African Reserve

largest retirement funds. The GEPF who is the

Bank (SARB).

largest retirement fund in the country utilises the
services of the Public Investment Corporation (PIC)

The data is broken down into three distinct categories
referred to as:

to manage their money and the PIC manages R1
437 billion of assets internally only outsourcing

• Public Investment Corporation (PIC)

approximately 16% to external third party asset

• Official Pension and Provident funds

managers.

• Official and self-administered Pension and
Provident Funds

Some may argue that the assets managed internally
and the value of assets invested in fixed property

When reviewing the data it was discovered that the

by retirement funds should be removed from the

assets of the Government Employees Pension Fund

total value available to third party asset managers.

(GEPF) were accounted for both under the PIC and

However this can be seen as an active decision that

the Official Pension and Provident Funds.

has been taken by the retirement funds as to how

When the above adjustment is made, total retirement
fund assets amount to R3.28 trillion.

their money is managed. Given the momentum to
quicken the pace of transformation in the financial
services industry as is evident by the recent calls
made by government as well as the inclusion of the
B-BBEE Scorecard for retirement funds in the Revised
Financial Sector Code it is not unrealistic that some
of this internally managed assets may be unlocked
to accelerate transformation efforts.
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So Just How Big is the Pie? continued...

2. Life company assets

3. Collective investment scheme
assets

The template that all life companies use to submit

The cleanest and most up to date numbers available

data to ASISA, the FSB and the SARB is dated.

are those for the CIS industry. ASISA have put in

Reviewing this data was quite challenging given

place systems and processes to collate and regularly

that the industry has evolved and innovated over

report on this data at a very granular level.

time.
There are approximately R2 trillion in assets in
In short there are approximately R2.63 trillion in

the CIS industry. R0.15 trillion is accounted for in

Life assets, of which R0.46 trillion are also included

the retirement fund statistics provided above.

in the retirement fund statistics provided above.
It should also be noted that the bulk of CIS assets,
Life offices are also required to keep liquid assets

are in multi-asset funds.

for capital adequacy purposes and therefore hold
significant deposits directly with banks. Again as is
the case with fixed property and internally managed
assets, these assets are not available to traditional
equity and fixed interest managers to manage.

In summary
Once all the adjustments have been made in respect of double counting, assets not outsourced to thirdparty asset managers and those held for capital adequacy purposes, the total size of assets currently
available to private sector asset managers is R4.6 trillion. The breakdown is provided in the table below.

Asset Owner

Total Assets
R’m

Less

Retirement Funds (30/06/2016)

3 284 988

Life Companies (31/12/2016)

2 634 174

461 537

Collective Investment Schemes
(31/12/2016)

2 003 594

148 404

Less Assets
Potentially
Not Available

Available to
Private Sector
Asset Managers

1 524 198

1 760 790

1 306 855

865 782
1 855 190

Short Term Insurance and Medical
Schemes (available portion only)
TOTAL

75 708
7 922 756

609 941

2 831 053

4 557 470
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PARTICIPATION STATISTICS
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a. Number of participating firms
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From its inception in 2009, the BEE.conomics survey

number of firms meet the B-BBEE criteria for

has become the leading source of information on

participation. This year has seen a 9.8% increase

transformation within the asset management

in the number of black asset management firms

industry and each year we have seen the number

with 45 firms now participating. 5 of these firms

of participants increase. This is a growing sector as

are recently established enterprises that have been

is evident from the number of new entrants but it

in existence for less than a year.

is also a more inclusive one given that an increasing

Participated in 2016 and not in 2017

New additions in 2017

Cachalia Capital

Bayakha Investment Partners

Effectus Capital Management

Cloud Atlas Investing

JM Busha Asset Managers

Idwala Capital

Maestro Investment Management

Nisela Capital

Satori Investment Management

PAPEfunds

Sesfikile Capital

Solaris Bataung
Summit Real Estate
Tamela Capital Partners
Third Way Investment Partners
Value Capital Partners

Since 2009 we have witnessed a 221% increase in

undergo changes in their ownership structures or

the number of firms that have come to market. The

elect to not be considered as part of the black

industry has expanded over time despite the demise

manager universe. Of the latest additions, 5 are

of some businesses along the way and a reduction

newly established businesses with the remainder

in the number of eligible participants as firms

being new contributors to the survey.
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Participation Statistics continued...

b. Participating firms

Fund Manager

Years in
Operation

Assets Under Management
(ZAR Millions)

Percentage
of Total

1

Pan-African Asset Management

21.01

R3 790.71

0.91%

2

Vunani Fund Managers

17.95

R17 401.00

4.19%

3

Taquanta Asset Managers

17.76

R122 340.00

29.44%

4

Kagiso Asset Management

15.59

R40 098.00

9.65%

5

Mergence Investment Managers

12.92

R23 895.58

5.75%

6

Makalani Management Company

12.89

R500.00

0.12%

7

Argon Asset Management

12.25

R27 770.00

6.68%

8

Aeon Investment Management

12.16

R5 489.11

1.32%

9

Regiments Fund Managers

12.15

R4 000.00

0.96%

10

Meago Asset Managers

11.75

R13 000.00

3.13%

11

Afena Capital

11.67

R3 827.00

0.92%

12

Mazi Asset Management

11.07

R41 908.38

10.09%

13

Sentio Capital Management

10.01

R10 465.00

2.52%

14

All Weather Capital

9.17

R7 496.00

1.80%

15

Prowess Investment Managers

8.58

R2 574.99

0.62%

16

PAPEfunds

8.17

R1 500.00

0.36%

17

Balondolozi Investment Services

7.22

R3 811.00

0.92%

18

Mvunonala Asset Managers

7.04

R6 641.26

1.60%

19

Mianzo Asset Management

6.92

R3 940.00

0.95%

20

Nisela Capital

6.34

R800.00

0.19%

21

Ata Capital

5.41

R900.00

0.22%

22

Bopa Moruo Private Equity

5.37

R300.00

0.07%

23

MSM Property Fund

5.00

R62.00

0.01%

24

Perpetua Investment Managers

4.75

R9 524.53

2.29%

25

Benguela Global Fund Managers

4.36

R1 773.00

0.43%

26

Maru Asset Managers

4.08

R491.00

0.12%

27

Cloud Atlas Investing

4.00

R4.20

0.00%

28

LEGACY AFRICA Fund Managers

3.88

R3 010.00

0.72%

29

Prescient Property Investment Management

3.50

R2.30

0.00%

30

Mavuso Capital

3.08

R0.30

0.00%

31

Seriti Asset Management

3.00

R0.00

0.00%

32

Heritage Capital

2.50

R100.00

0.02%

33

Lodestar Fund Managers

2.50

R695.00

0.17%

34

Lunar Capital

2.45

R51.17

0.01%

35

Acanthin

1.98

R500.00

0.12%

36

Independent Alternatives Investment Managers

1.91

R74.00

0.02%

37

Third Way Investment Partners

1.83

R2 000.00

0.48%

38

Bayakha Investment Partners

1.67

R0.00

0.00%

39

ALUWANI Capital Partners

1.58

R52 871.00

12.72%

40

Excelsia Capital

1.16

R769.80

0.19%

41

Value Capital Partners

1.00

R1 029.00

0.25%

42

Summit Real Estate

0.77

R0.00

0.00%

43

Solaris Bataung

0.66

R90.00

0.02%

44

Idwala Capital

0.16

R0.00

0.00%

45

Tamela Capital Partners

0.08

R0.00

0.00%

R415 495.32

100.00%

Total
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In the 2016 survey we saw the inclusion of Aluwani

Capital a manager ranked at number 7 in terms of

Capital Partners a business launched out of the

asset size in 2016 but failed to meet the B-BBEE

Momentum stable. They were a sizeable new entrant

criteria for participation this year.

at R68.6 billion that lifted the total asset size of the
universe significantly. As per their agreement with
Momentum they have returned a portion of the
assets which has led to a reduction in their asset
base. Notwithstanding this, Aluwani Capital Partners
retains their position as the 2nd largest black asset
manager and have cemented their position as a
prominent player within the sector. Another event
that adversely affected the overall asset size of the

It is pleasing to note the increased participation by
managers outside of traditional fund management
capabilities. This year saw the inclusion of a number
of managers focused on private equity and
infrastructure investing. This may also be reflective
of changing trends in investor appetite outside of
listed markets where returns have been depressed,
particularly on the domestic front.

universe in 2017 was the exclusion of Sesfikile

c. Average assets under management (AUM) per firm
12
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With 12 firms having less than R100 million in

possible for firms to survive without reaching the

assets under management and the increase in the

R5 billion mark as 4 of the participants who are

number of private equity managers who don’t build

older than 10 years have yet to gather over R5

their books cumulatively over time, the average

billion in assets. This may also be indicative of firms

assets under management has fallen below the

in the revitalisation stage of their business cycle.

2015 level to 9.23. While half the firms are younger
than 5 years old, those firms that are older than 5
years manage 82.41% of the industry assets. It is
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d. Total industry assets managed by black owned firms
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Against the backdrop of a subdued economic

the exclusion of Sesfikile Capital and the drop in

environment, the industry has grown by R7.2 billion

assets of Aluwani Capital Partners were the main

representing year on year growth of 1.76%. The

detractors of growth. Even though there were a

downturn in the economy has resulted in job losses

considerable number of new entrants, their asset

triggering retirement fund withdrawals thereby

base was not large enough to offset the issues

shrinking the pool of retirement savings available

mentioned. Since inception of the BEE.conomics

for investment. This was further exacerbated by

survey the industry has grown by 355%.

the weak performance of domestic equity markets.
These factors coupled with the slowdown in flows,

Size of the overall savings and investments industry in South Africa
Each year since inception of the survey, one of the

accompanying explanations can be found in the

most challenging tasks has been to calculate the

section titled “So Just How Big is the Pie?”

total size of the South African Savings and Investments industry. Despite the high levels of reporting
and the number of regulatory and reporting bodies
involved, the accessibility of reliable and accurate
data, which eliminates double counting of assets,
and identifies appropriate pools of independently
manageable assets, has been an anathema.

According to ASISA the free pool of assets available
for management by private sector asset managers
is R4.6 trillion. This number is free of double counting
and excludes any assets managed in-house by
many of the large retirement funds. Previous years’
estimates of the size of the savings and investments
industry was gross of these anomalies. This means

As a result we approached the Association for

that black asset managers manage 9% of the

Savings and Investment SA (ASISA) to lend their

available savings and investments pool.

expertise and conduct a rigorous review of the data
in order to provide a value that accurately reflects
the size of the industry. These findings and the
23

e. Growth of industry relative to the JSE All Share Index

Growth rate (%)
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JSE All Share Growth

For three consecutive years now the returns from

ahead of the market at 1.76% indicative of some

the ALSI have been muted. Over the 12 month

organic growth. Not being able to rely solely on the

period to 30 June 2017 the market delivered 1.69%.

market for growth has placed pressure on many

Given that most of the assets are invested in equity

managers to be far more active in trying to attract

strategies, the equity market provides a good

new clients and inflows.

benchmark for growth. The industry grew slightly
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f. Top ten firms by AUM

Rank 2017
(2016) (2015)

Fund Manager

Years in
Operation

AUM
(ZAR Millions)

% of Total

1 (1) (1)

Taquanta Asset Managers

17.76

R122 340

29.44%

2 (2) (*)

ALUWANI Capital Partners

1.58

R52 871

12.72%

3 (4) (4)

Mazi Asset Management

11.07

R41 908

10.09%

4 (3) (2)

Kagiso Asset Management

15.59

R40 098

9.65%

5 (5) (3)

Argon Asset Management

12.25

R27 770

6.68%

6 (6) (5)

Mergence Investment Managers

12.92

R23 896

5.75%

7 (8) (6)

Vunani Fund Managers

17.95

R17 401

4.19%

8 (10) (9)

Meago Asset Managers

11.75

R13 000

3.13%

9 (11) (11)

Sentio Capital Management

10.01

R10 465

2.52%

10 (13) (13)

Perpetua Investment Managers

4.75

R9 525

2.29%

R359 273

86.47%

Total

*Indicates new entrants to the survey

The picture has not changed vastly with the top 10

some assets over the past year, Kagiso Asset

managers still controlling well in excess of 80% of

Management has slipped to number 4 with Mazi

the industry assets and Taquanta Asset Managers

Asset Management taking the 3rd spot. Regiments

still holding the top spot managing more than twice

Fund Managers who were in 9th position last year

the asset size of the 2nd largest manager. The

also fell off the list after their assets under manage-

exclusion of Sesfikile Capital has pushed Vunani

ment decreased. Following a year of stellar expan-

Fund Managers up a notch and propelled Sentio

sion, Perpetua Investment Managers comes in at

Capital into the top 10 from the 11th place that

number 10.

they have held for a few years. With the loss of
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Annual increase/decrease in AUM
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Management
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Perpetua Investment Managers grew the most

This is also the case with Mergence Investment

relative to peers and the market. Given the recovery

Managers. Meago Asset Managers’ growth was in

of Value as a style in 2016 Perpetua’s growth in

excess of the performance of the listed property

assets under management is attributed to investment

market which is their only focus. The decline in

performance as well as additional inflows. Taquanta

Aluwani Capital Partners was as a result of the

Asset Managers also achieved good growth in line

Momentum withdrawal mentioned earlier. Domestic

with the performance of the fixed income market

equity markets have been directionless over the

which is where their core focus lies. Vunani Fund

12 month period of measurement impacting equity

Managers have a well diversified product offering

centric managers Kagiso, Argon and Mazi differently

across asset classes which supported asset growth.

due to their style variations and sector exposures.

g. Top five firms AUM as a percentage of industry assets
90%
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As more of the smaller asset managers have grown,
the concentration in the top 5 has continued to
decline, albeit, this year at a much slower pace.
Given the size discrepancy between the various
firms with the large companies being multiples of
the smaller firms, this concentration ratio will take
time to come down.
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h. Participation by investment strategy
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Long-only & Alternative
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*Alternative investments include both hedge funds and unlisteds

Most of the managers within the universe are

Within alternative strategies hedge funds have

positioned as traditional long only centric managers.

struggled to gain momentum because of lacklustre

We have witnessed a rise in the number of managers

returns and high fees. The unlisted environment

offering dedicated alternative solutions such as

has been gaining the attention of retirement funds

private equity, infrastructure investment offerings

as they seek sources of return that can deliver

as well as hedge funds. There are two observations

performance ahead of those expected from the

to be made. Firstly, the majority of the assets

listed markets. The unlisted environment also

managed by asset managers is sourced from

provides investors the opportunity to match their

retirement funds, and secondly retirement funds

socio-economic developmental agenda to their

are restricted in terms of legislation in the quantity

investment strategy.

of assets that can be held in alternative strategies.
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i. Participation by province
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Cape Town continues to lose out to Johannesburg

midyear population estimates there are 13.5 million

in terms of attracting new black asset management

people in Gauteng versus 6.3 million in the Western

firms. 71% of firms are located in Gauteng reinforc-

Cape. Cities in Gauteng also have a lower cost of

ing Johannesburg’s status as the economic capital

living than Cape Town. Other provinces around the

of South Africa. The dominance of Johannesburg

country have failed to attract asset management

versus Cape Town can be attributed to the larger

businesses.

population in Gauteng. According to Stats SA 2016

j. AUM split by province
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On a net basis Cape Town based asset managers

fewer manages they house the larger more establi-

experienced significantly higher year on year growth

shed managers. The decline in Gauteng was also

(11% increase) than Johannesburg based managers

impacted by the exclusion of Sesfikile Capital from

(11% decline). So even though Cape Town houses

this year’s survey.
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a. Total number of products managed
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Number of products managed

New specialist asset management firms typically

pants offer between 0 and 5 products. As the

start with a key individual who is skilled in one

business grows and expands and has more resources

particular asset class and strategy. The manager

asset managers may well branch out to offering

will then launch product/s around that strategy.

different products in order to diversify their client

They may at first offer a range of various risk pro-

base. Aluwani Capital Partners is the only exception

files around that particular product so fairly new

to this, offering 18 different products, but they

firms could have two or three product offerings run

launched as a fully-fledged business with significant

by a single portfolio manager. 37 of the 45 partici-

assets from date of establishment.

b. Number of institutional clients
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There are 8 businesses who have no institutional

concentration risk. The Public Investment Corporation

clients and 5 of these firms are less than 2 years

(PIC) is most often the largest client amongst many

old. The majority of firms have less than 20 institu-

of the managers. 7 firms have achieved client

tional investors and so diversification of the client

diversification and have more than 20 institutional

base is still an issue as many of the firms face client

investors.
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Number of firms

c. Largest client as percentage of AUM
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Largest client of AUM
There are 10 firms where the largest client is less

their assets under management. Over time this

than 20% of total assets under management and

balance should move in favour of a client base that

these asset managers have worked at ensuring

is diversified. The benefits of such a client base

their client base is well diversified so that the impact

extend beyond just having peace of mind but also

of a loss of a single client is minimised for the

opens doors to exploring other products and new

business. There are 7 businesses where the loss of

customer segments of the market.

their largest client would effectively remove all of

d. Top 5 clients as percentage of AUM
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When we widen the scope and look at the concen-

between 80% and 100% of their assets under

tration of the top 5 clients, then the extent to which

management. While institutional mandates may be

almost all of these firms suffer from concentration

seen as the big payoff, building a business of

risks becomes more apparent. There has been an

thousands of small clients is much more sustainable

increase in concentration risk with 28 of the 45

and lowers business risk.

participants having their top 5 clients account for
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% of industry assets

e. Investor base
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This year the total investor base has changed

total value managed by black asset management

slightly. Institutional investors now account for 79%

firms is R415.5 billion of which retail accounts for

of the industry assets as opposed to the 85% they

R87.3 billion. This translates to black asset manage-

made up last year. It is pleasing to see that retail

ment firms having a 4.35% market share of the

assets now account for 21% up from 15% last year.

unit trust industry.

This does signal that some of the asset managers
have made good strides into the direct consumer
market. Over time we should see an equal balance
between retail and institutional in line with the
make-up of the available pool of investment assets
in the total South African savings and investments
industry. According to ASISA the total size of the
Collective Investment Schemes industry as at 31

The wheels often turn slowly at big institutions and
the decision for these investors to move away from
their incumbent asset managers and allocate to
new firms is not going to be an easy one. The retail
market is much more about actively building brand
awareness but is a source of diversified annuity
income for those managers who can get it right.

December 2016 was R2 trillion (R2 003 594m). The

f. Top five asset managers by institutional assets

Top 5 Asset Managers by Institutional Assets

Years in Operation

ZAR Millions

ALUWANI Capital Partners

1.58

R52 352

Taquanta Asset Managers

17.76

R47 713

Mazi Asset Management

11.07

R40 398

Kagiso Asset Management

15.59

R37 650

Argon Asset Management

12.25

R26 771

Total

R204 884

ALUWANI Capital Partners is the exception in this

who have significant institutional assets it has taken

grouping as their form of establishment out of the

in excess of 10 years to build their books to these

Momentum stable was different to all the other

levels.

firms who grew organically. For the other businesses
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g. Top five asset managers by retail assets

Top 5 Asset Managers by Retail Assets

Years in Operation

ZAR Millions

Taquanta Asset Managers

17.76

R74 627

Vunani Fund Managers

17.95

R3 473

Kagiso Asset Management

15.59

R2 448

Mazi Asset Management

11.07

R1 510

Sentio Capital Management

10.01

R1 175

Total

R83 234

The total value of retail assets managed by black

indicating that majority of the firms have not

firms is R87 255 million. Of this value R83 234

achieved significant success in the retail space.

million is managed by the top 5 firms listed above.

Taquanta Asset Managers by far holds the most at

This means that the remainder of firms active in

85.53% of the total retail pool managed by black

the listed space manage a total of R4 012 million

firms.

h. Mandates managed
i. Firms managing multiple investment products
Mandates managed by the managers fit within the following 14 product categories:

South Africa Active Equity (a)

South Africa Listed Property (f)

Offshore (k)

South Africa Passive/Index Equity (b)

Shari’ah (Equity and Balanced) (g)

Private Equity (all) (l)

South Africa Active Fixed Income (c)

South Africa SRI (all) (h)

Africa Listed Equity (m)

South Africa Passive/Index Fixed
Income (d)

South Africa Hedge Funds (i)

Other (n)

South Africa Money Market (e)

Multi-Asset Class (Absolute Return
and Balanced) (j)
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Fund Manager

Total number of products managed

Products managed

Acanthin

1

i

Aeon Investment Management

3

a,b,j

Afena Capital

2

a,e

All Weather Capital

4

a,f,i,k

ALUWANI Capital Partners

5

a,c,e,j,m

Argon Asset Management

4

a,c,e,j

Ata Capital

1

l

Balondolozi Investment Services

6

a,b,c,d,e,j

Bayakha Investment Partners

0

Benguela Global Fund Managers

1

a

Bopa Moruo Private Equity

1

l

Cloud Atlas Investing

1

m

Excelsia Capital

1

a

Heritage Capital

1

l

Idwala Capital

0

Independent Alternatives Investment Managers

1

i

Kagiso Asset Management

6

a,b,c,e,g,j

LEGACY AFRICA Fund Managers

2

a,m

Lodestar Fund Managers

1

k

Lunar Capital

3

a,e,k

Makalani Management Company

1

l

Maru Asset Managers

1

b

Mavuso Capital

1

a

Mazi Asset Management

5

a,e,f,j,m

Meago Asset Managers

1

f

Mergence Investment Managers

5

a,h,i,j,n

Mianzo Asset Management

3

a,b,j

MSM Property Fund

2

a,f

Mvunonala Asset Managers

4

a,c,e,j

Nisela Capital

1

l

Pan-African Asset Management

5

a,c,e,j,n

PAPEfunds

1

l

Perpetua Investment Managers

3

a,j,n

Prescient Property Investment Management

1

f

Prowess Investment Managers

3

c,e,h

Regiments Fund Managers

1

c

Sentio Capital Management

4

a,g,i,j

Seriti Asset Management

0

Solaris Bataung

1

Summit Real Estate

0

Tamela Capital Partners

0

Taquanta Asset Managers

4

i

c,d,e,j

Third Way Investment Partners

1

c

Value Capital Partners

1

a

Vunani Fund Managers

7

a,b,c,f,j,k,n

Total

100
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Although there are more participants in the survey

Capital Partners who had an existing client base

this year, the number of product offerings has not

and product line when they spun out of Momentum

grown. It has been a tough market environment

and Balondolozi Investment Services who have

and managers are usually reticent to launch new

brought together two scalable asset classes (equity

products into a tough environment as it may well

and fixed income) to have a wider offering. More

impact the performance track record. We see that

managers who have South African equity capability

the firms with diversified product offerings are as

are looking to offer global equity products which is

a rule those that have the biggest asset sizes and

a good natural diversifier and an area where the

the longest track records. The exceptions are Aluwani

industry needs to build skill.

ii. Total number of mandates managed

Number of mandates managed
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80

Year on year, the total number of mandates managed

71

has not changed by much. We have though witnessed an increase in the number of private equity

60

fund managers. Many early stage managers offer
40

concentrated product offerings to build scale and
track record first before venturing outside of their

20

core capability.
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This year there are 5 early stage firms who are still

product to the market. Domestic listed markets

in the asset gathering phase and are yet to secure

have delivered subpar returns and this may well

their first client. With half of the participants being

mean that some managers are beginning to look

younger than 5 years old and more specialist private

to other products to try and generate returns

equity firms, 20 of the 45 firms only offer a single

elsewhere like for example global markets.
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i. Percentage of industry assets versus number of mandates managed
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The ability to have multiple product offerings does

of firms have either one or no products as this is

allow a firm to build assets across different asset

a young industry with many new entrants. As firms

classes that may be delivering better performance

expand their asset base they can expand their

at certain points in time, or outperforming their

product offering and accelerate their growth if they

peers. 42% of industry assets reside with 5 firms

don’t lose focus.

who offer 4 differing products. The biggest number

j. Mandates currently managed
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45%
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South African equity still dominates both in terms

to support younger firms in specialist mandates

of number of firms and assets. Even though several

rather than to manage multiple asset classes and

firms offer multi-asset products, the take up in

make asset allocation decisions. There has been a

terms of the assets allocated to these products has

noticeable increase in passive fixed income solutions

been much lower than money market or fixed in-

unlike passive equity despite a lot of talk about the

come. This could be a function of investors preferring

cost saving and benefits of passive investing and
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the push by National Treasury in support of passive

for active investment over passive investment is

solutions. It would appear that active equity is still

the area of responsible investing and shareholder

far more favoured. Listed property has fallen due

activism. More managers should be picking up this

to the exclusion of Sesfikile Capital who no longer

mantle and running with it to stand out from the

qualify as a greater than 50% black owned, managed

crowd. Global mandates still account for very little

and controlled firm. Disappointingly there has been

at 1.86% of the total pie. Even though we have

no growth in the SRI space and we have also seen

witnessed an increase in the number of private

no flow of assets into hedge funds after they had

equity managers the total asset size in this strategy

a dismal 2016 performance wise. The one area

is only 1% of the pool. Traditional domestic asset

going forward where active managers will really be

management therefore remains the dominant

able to differentiate themselves and make a case

favourite.

k. Mandate size
180 000

2010

Asset size ZAR Millions

160 000

2011

140 000

2012

120 000

2013

100 000

2014

80 000

2015

60 000

2016

40 000

2017

20 000
Other

Africa Listed Equity

Private Equity (all)

Offshore

Multi-Asset Class
(Absolute Return
& Balanced)

South Africa Hedge
Funds

South Africa SRI (all)

Shari’ah (Equity
& Balanced)

South Africa Listed
Property

South Africa Money
Market

South Africa Passive /
Index Fixed Income

South Africa Active
Fixed Income

South Africa Passive /
Index Equity

South Africa Active
Equity

0

The year on year growth has been biggest in passive

short duration positions which may have prompted

fixed income. Surprisingly this has not come at the

the flows to more passive bond solutions. Money

expense of active fixed income solutions but rather

market assets have dropped fairly significantly by

mostly from money market. The bond market has

R36 billion during a time when money market

done exceptionally well compared to other asset

seemed attractive relative to other asset classes

classes over the last year and driven mainly by

given its low risk and inflation beating yields. Other

foreign support. Many active managers have viewed

asset classes and strategies experienced marginal

the market as being expensive and perhaps held

movements.
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l. Mandates as a percentage of industry assets

% of industry assets

60%

2014

50%

2015
2016

40%

2017

30%
20%
10%

Other

Africa Listed Equity

Private Equity (all)

Offshore

Multi-Asset Class
(Absolute Return
& Balanced)

South Africa Hedge
Funds

South Africa SRI (all)

Shari’ah (Equity
& Balanced)

South Africa Listed
Property

South Africa Money
Market

South Africa Passive /
Index Fixed Income

South Africa Active
Fixed Income

South Africa Passive /
Index Equity

South Africa Active
Equity

0%

The allocations across asset classes have not

assets when the competition is so intense and the

changed significantly this year despite a massive

differentiation so limited. When it comes to

dislocation in performance between equities and

institutional investor allocations managers don’t

bonds. What has changed has been the composition

seem to be gaining access to the global, alternatives

of assets within fixed income with a decrease in

and Africa allocations. The wheels do turn slowly

money market and active fixed income in favour of

but a more determined approach should be employed

passive fixed income. Approximately 45% of total

to try and tap into other areas of the market to

assets now sit in fixed income. The low penetration

expand the industry and to reduce the time spent

of the industry into other asset classes outside of

competing over the same pool of assets.

these specialist offerings makes it difficult to raise
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Fund Facts continued...

m. Asset vehicles
100%
90%

2014
82.1%

2015

79.8% 80.3%

% total AUM

80%

2016

65.1%

70%

2017

60%
50%
40%
30%

20.9%

20%

14.0%

10%

1.7%

16.1% 16.1% 15.2%

4.2% 4.5%

0%
Segregated

Pooled

Unit Trusts

It is a move in the right direction to see the number

services in an industry where pooling mechanisms

of segregated mandates falling and the number of

are highly regulated and require either the use of

pooled funds and unit trusts increasing. The cost

a life licence or a Manco. Pooling also allows for the

of running pooled vehicles is far more efficient even

efficient gathering of multiple clients’ assets into a

though there are fees that need to be paid away

single unitised portfolio.

to external service providers to provide these
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n. Fee structures

80%
69.0%

% of industry assets

70%

2014

71.7%

2015

63.3%

60%

2016
50.0%

50%

2017
37.5%

40%

36.7%
28.9% 28.3%

30%
20%
10%

12.5%
0.03% 2.1% 0.01%

0%
Performance
fee only

Fixed management
fee only

Management plus
performance fee

There has been growth in the number of managers

knows what their monthly revenue is and can plan

who prefer to charge a fixed management fee.

around it, and the investor who knows upfront the

Although performance fees can align manager and

charges they face. New businesses are also trying

investor interests they need to be carefully designed

to align themselves to current thinking at policy

and fixed fees give security to the manager who

level where performance fees have not received
favourable press.
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CRACKING THE FINANCIAL SECTOR CODE
With Mr Liso Steto, Chief Director of Black Economic

27four:

Empowerment and Mr Jacob Maphutha, Director of

sector?

What is your message to the private

Black Economic Empowerment at the Department
of Trade and Industry (dti).

dti:

Transformation makes good business sense.

The consequences of non-inclusion can be damaging
The highly anticipated Revised Financial Sector

and a risk that breeds instability. We need to focus

Code is expected to be gazetted during the latter

on creating an environment that allows black people

part of 2017. We speak to the dti on the role of the

to excel. One where competence is not measured

Codes and what the sector can expect from the

by race. Compliance with the Codes should be based

revised legislation.

on goodwill and an impact that individual companies
and industry can make and not a tick box obligation.

27four:

What are the fundamental principles

that support B-BBEE legislation?

dti:

We can find this in the founding principles of

27four: What has been achieved since the Codes
first became effective?

our constitution. It is our responsibility to put

dti:

measures in place to redress the imbalances of our

opportunities for black people across the economy.

past. The Amended Act and Codes set a framework

The fact that the black middle class has increased

for how this can be achieved. It has been enacted

in the last few years can also be attributed to the

into law that is enshrined in the constitution.

contribution of B-BBEE. One may argue that the

The Codes have succeeded in

creating

impact has not been as wide and broad-based as

27four:

Why is it law?

desired and we agree that this is the case but we

When we introduced the B-BBEE Act we took

also need to consider the effects of a slowing

the approach that it shouldn’t be punitive. As a

economy on our ability to empower as many people

nation we did not have to codify to the extent that

as possible. The performance of the economy has

we did if all citizens of our country understood the

stalled and this has held back and slowed the pace

importance of sustainability and inclusive

of enablement. Inclusive growth and the ability to

participation by all in the economy. We have had

redistribute can only be achieved through economic

to be bold to achieve better outcomes and our

growth. Economic growth requires that we use all

efforts should be applauded. Furthermore the Codes

of the country’s resources optimally including human

have evolved over time as demonstrated by the

resources. So we need to use the abundant human

three phases that it has taken for us to get to where

resources that we have amongst youth that is

we are currently.

unemployed of which some have qualifications.

dti:

What we have done well with the Codes is that we
have prioritised skills development so that we can
create a pipeline of people to be productive in the
economy and those that can be able to own and
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control the means of production. Industrial policy

27four:

is central to growing the economy. As the dti we

gazetted?

What happens after the Codes get

have initiated the Black Industrialist Program to act
as a catalyst to support economic growth and job

dti:

The sector would need to then comply as

there is no transitional period for a sector code.

creation.

The Codes will then be reviewed after a 12 month

27four:

Let’s talk financial services

period and adjustments made if necessary.

dti: The sector is key as a catalyst for empowerment

27four: What advice and encouragement can

and development but also at the same time we

you give to black business in the financial sector

acknowledge that it is highly regulated as it plays

who are struggling to break down historic barriers?

a critical intermediatory role in our economy. As
the dti we prioritised certain areas in the Generic
Codes, but ultimately it was the sector itself that
brought impetus to the Revised Codes through
consensus achieved by the participatory and
consultative processes of the Financial Sector Charter

dti:

Get organised, mobilise and have adequate

representation when it comes to policy participation.
More importantly, work closer with government to
give us feedback on the impact that the policy is
making on the ground.

Council. Outside of banking the sector is very diverse
and we do believe that regulatory enablement can
help to achieve better outcomes for black business.
Section 10 of the B-BBEE Act allows for this and
the regulator has a responsibility to aid and support
black business participation within the sector.

27four:
dti:

Let’s talk about retirement funds

Retirement funds play a critical role in the

Jacob Maphutha

Liso Steto

procurement of financial services. Therefore, in the
Revised Codes we have included a Specialist
Scorecard that accommodates entities that are
exempt from the ownership element but need to
meet the other elements such as procurement and
management control, skills development etc. The
inclusion of this Scorecard is largely to promote
increased participation of black business in the
provision of services to such entities.
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HUMAN CAPITAL
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a. Employment equity
i. Total number of employees

Total number of employees

700
586

600
466

500
400
273

300

346

2014

2015

239

216
200

332
299

152

100
0
2009

2011

2010

2012

2013

2016

2017

The number of jobs grew by 26% directly correlated

assets under management growth has been subdued

to the increase in the number of participants in this

and South Africa entered into a recession. The

year’s survey. We have also observed that some

largest improvement in employment was within the

of the incumbents increased capacity even though

investment analyst category.

ii. Male - South African
350

2010
301

Number of employees

300
242

250

2011
2012
2013

196

200

184
167

2014

157

150

139

2016

98

100

80

77 81

74

57

50

2015

137
123

36

43

48

46
15 15 19

27 29 23

34

35
28 31 32 27 30 31 33

44 48

2017

58 56 57 56

0
African

Indian

Coloured

White

Total

The largest increase was recorded within the African
male category which represents 46.2% of the overall
South African male demographic.
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Human Capital continued...

iii Female - South African

300

2010
257

250

2011

Number of employees

2012
198

200

2013
157

151

150
116119

125

102
90

2017

65

50

48
29

2015
2016

93

100

2014

52 52
43

36

7

7

36 36 37 39

46

54 49
23 24 20 24

15
8 10 10 9 14

31

40

36

14

0
African

Indian

Coloured

White

Total

Like the male category the biggest growth was

account for almost half of the South African people

amongst African females who grew by 74.4% year

employed within the industry.

on year. It is also encouraging to see that women

iv. Non-South African

20
Number of employees

17

2013

19

2014
15

2015
11

10

2016
9

9

8

5
2

2

9

2017

3

0
Male

Female

Overall it is pleasing to see the industry growing

addition these are high end jobs and the creation

and creating more jobs during a time when so many

of a single job in this sector has a multiplier effect

jobs are being shed within the formal economy. In

on job creation in other sectors.
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b. Portfolio managers
i. Total number of portfolio managers

Total number of employees

140

132

128

2016

2017

120
93

100
86

79

80

71
60

60

56

40
20
0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

The overall decline in numbers was led by the

This is the first time over the 8 year period that we

decrease in non-South African male portfolio

have seen the number of portfolio manager decline.

managers as this grouping fell by 44% (see below).

ii. Male - South African

120

2010

Number of employees

102 102

2011

100
80

73
63

76

65

2012
2013

59

60

53

2014

43
39

40
20

18

20 20

2015

34

31 32
22

21

9

12 13
10 10 11

19

16

22

26 27 25 25

26

2016

13 12
7

7

7

5

5

2017

6

0
African

Indian

Coloured

White

Total

While overall the number of male portfolio managers

decline in the number of white male portfolio

stayed constant, we saw an increase in the number

managers.

of African and Indian portfolio managers and a 24%
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Human Capital continued...

iii. Female - South African
20

19 19

Number of employees

18

2011

16

2012

14

13

12

11

10

2013
2014

9

9
8

8

8

2015
2016

6

5 5
4

4
2

2010

2017

4 4

3 3

3

3 3

3

2

2

2

2 2 2

1

1 1 1
0 0

African

1

Indian

1 1 1

1

0

0 0

0

3

Coloured

White

Total

Within females again the number of portfolio

demographics that changed with more African and

managers stayed constant but it was the intergroup

fewer Indian female portfolio managers.

iv. Non-South African

Number of employees

10

2013

9

2014

8

2015
6
4

2016

5
4

4

2017
3
2

2

1

1

2

1

0
Male

Female
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Portfolio managers with 5 years or more experience in managing money
120

113

Number of employees

100

2014
2015

94

2016
81
2017

80
64
60
40
20
0
Total

It is pleasing to note that of the 128 portfolio

money in each of these different cycles often requires

managers, 113 have 5 or more years’ experience

enormous patience and tenacity. In starting a new

in managing money. With half of the participating

business the asset manager needs to have the hard

firms being less than 5 years old it speaks to the

years in the trenches behind them so that investing

need to have the necessary experience under the

comes more easily, allowing them to divide their

belt to be able to endure different market cycles.

attention between running a business and making

The length of each cycle can differ and managing

investment decisions.

c. Investment analysts
i. Total number of investment analysts

Total number of employees

160

150

140

123

120
100

84

80

70

60
40

49

49

2011

2012

57

37

20
0
2010

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The number of investment analysts has increased

having limited coverage are increasing their capacity

substantially for the second year in a row. Those

as navigating a difficult market requires more in-

businesses that started with restrained resources

depth coverage of more securities.
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Human Capital continued...

ii. Male - South African
90

83

Number of employees

80

2011
69

70

2012

60

2013

51

50

46

47

2014

40

40
24 23

23
17

20

13
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31

30

10
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8
4

4

5

7

9

7

9

11 11 11 12

9
4

2

8

5
2

4

6

5

26

2016

23

14 15

2017

5

0
African

Indian

Coloured

White

Total

iii. Female - South African

Number of employees

60

57

50

47

2010
2011
2012

40

37

2013
31

30

23

20

18

6

8

2016
13

11

11

10

2015
20

18
14

10

2014

26

8

6

6
3

4

4
2

1

2

4

4

3

1

4
2

8

7
3
1

1

2017

9

6

5
2

0
African

Indian

Coloured

White

Total

iv. Non-South African

Number of employees

10

2013
8

8

2014
2015

6

2017

4
2

2016

5
3
2

2

2

2
0

0
Male

2

0
Female

The number of male and female analysts has

opportunities at black firms within the industry. It

increased with the biggest increase coming in the

is encouraging to see that the resource pool is

African population group. As more skilled graduates

growing and finding opportunities.

are entering the job market they are finding
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d. Employees invested in the firm’s own products
90%

77.5%

80%

% of firms

70%

2014

73.3%

2015

62.5%

2016

54.6%

60%

2017

45.5%

50%

37.5%

40%
30%

22.5%

26.7%

20%
10%
0%

Yes

No

One can only judge the quality of something after

on reduced salaries at start-up companies, it is still

you have experienced it and so the investment

reassuring that almost three quarter of firms have

professionals within firms should use the products

employees invested in their own products. This

that they craft for investing their own money. While

aligns the interest of the employees with their

there may be some people within the firms who do

clients. It is also customary practice for private

not have the capacity to invest more as they are

equity fund teams to hold at least 1%-2% exposure
in their funds.

e. Total economic interest (ownership) of the founders
35
29

Number of firms

30

2017

25
20
15
8

10
5

7

1

0
0% - 25%

25% - 50%

50% -75%

75% - 100%

Ownership by founders
The majority of businesses in the industry are at

is very successful and the founders, who risked

least 75% owned by their founders. Typically the

their own capital upfront are averse to part with

founders will hold 100% of the equity at the start

ownership. Early stage businesses also experience

of the business and then dilute to staff over time.

staff turnover which is also one of the reasons

The transition to dilute ownership is very often a

behind the low dispersion of equity amongst all

tricky one and all the more difficult once the business

staff.
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Human Capital continued...

f. Total economic interest (ownership) of the employees
40

2017

35
Number of firms

35
30
25
20
15
10

7

5

1

2

50% - 75%

75% - 100%

0
0% - 25%

25% - 50%

Ownership by employees

In 78% of firms ownership of employees is between

ives. Generally concentration of ownership and the

0% and 25%. Having ‘skin in the game’ is important

age and size of the business is correlated. Early

for highly skilled individuals and for businesses to

stage businesses have concentrated ownership

attract and retain top quality talent. It also supports

levels whilst older more established businesses

succession planning and helps to align the interests

have a more expanded equity base.

of key members of staff to overall company object-

g. Number of employees holding equity
60%

2016

51.1%

% of firms

50%

2017

40%
30%

29.3%
24.4%
20.0%

19.5%

20%

13.3%

12.2%
7.3% 8.9%

10%

6.7%

7.3%
0.0%

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5 and more

Number of employees

In 51% of firms no employees hold equity whereas

In many unlisted financial sector firms profit share

in 20% of firms more than 5 people hold equity.

participation also sometimes takes precedence over

None of the participating firms are publicly listed.

equity ownership.
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h. Number of founders
50%

2017
40.0%

% of firms

40%

35.6%

30%
20%

15.6%
8.9%

10%
0.00%

0%
1

2

3

4

5 and more

Number of founders

It is unusual for there to be a group of founders in

single founder or two people who start a business

these businesses. Typically the single mindedness

together and here 40% of companies were founded

of entrepreneurs in this sector mean that it is a

by 2 people and 36% by a single founder.

i. Members of team have a CFA designation
45%

2017

40.0%

40%
% of firms

35%
30%
24.4%

25%
20%

13.3%

13.3%

15%
10%

6.7%

5%

2.2%

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5 and more

Number of CFA designations

The CFA designation is world renowned and provides

those teams where 5 or more people have the

a global benchmark for investment knowledge.

charter are the teams in bigger companies where

However in 40% of cases there is no one within

either the designation was earned prior to joining

the team who has earned the designation. It is an

or there was more time available for study.

accreditation that requires commitment of time and
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Human Capital continued...

j. Staff professional development programmes in place
100%

% of firms

80%

2017

77.8%

60%
40%
22.2%
20%
0%
Yes

No

% of annual revenue spend on professional development programmes
70%

2017

60.0%

% of firms

60%
50%
40%
30%
17.1%

20%

5.7%

10%

8.6%

8.6%

4% - 5%

>5%

0.00%

0%
<1%

1% - 2%

2% - 3%

3% - 4%

% of revenue

Staff development programmes are the cornerstone

programmes. The sector is labour intensive in the

of building progressive institutions and amplifying

sense that firms have investment teams which are

the contribution of business to national economic

supported by research, administration and

growth. So while most companies have professional

distribution teams. While, technology is used across

development programmes in place for staff the

the process flow, it remains a support function to

spend on this is low with 60% of companies spending

high performing individuals and teams. Accordingly,

less than 1% of annual revenue. In many of the

the sector can play a significant role in building

companies the professional development is about

human capital. The sector is also uniquely placed

mentoring of more junior staff by senior investment

to extinguish the structural economic legacy of

professionals as businesses seek to grow their own

apartheid and reduce the income inequality gap as

timber rather than spending on formal education

there are few low skilled employees.
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COMPLIANCE
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Compliance continued...

a. Financial Services Board (FSB) license
45

41

Number of firms

40

2016

36

2017

35
30
25
20
15
10

5

4

5
0

Yes

No

New fund managers often act as juristic representa-

platforms. These type of arrangements are not

tives of more established firms until they can build

considered favourably by the regulator. By far the

up the resources and experience to apply for their

majority of managers have their own licences with

own FSB licences. Many hedge fund managers also

only 4 of the firms yet to obtain regulatory approval.

appear as juristic representatives of prime broker

b. Number of key individuals on FSB license
25

2017

Number of firms

20

20

18

15
10
5

3

2

2

4

5

0
1

2

3

Number of key individuals

Many of the smaller firms have constrained resources.

individuals registered on their licences. The larger

Generally the senior and most experienced members

more established enterprises have more than two

of the team are registered as key individuals. Hence

key individuals.

the majority of firms have only one or two key
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c. Hold licenses with regulators outside South Africa
100%

90.6%

87.9%

87.8%

86.7%

2015

80%
% of firms

2014

2016
60%

2017

40%
20%

9.4%

12.1%

12.2%

13.3%

0%
Yes

No

Regulators outside South Africa

Number of firms

Financial Services Commission (Mauritius)

3

NAMFISA

3

Botswana Financial Board

1

Majority of the mandates managed by the universe

environment. The costs of running products regist-

of participants are domestic mandates. Those firms

ered and administered in developed markets are

managing African mandates or have clients in African

very high requiring significant scale and therefore

jurisdictions hold licences outside of South Africa.

prohibitive for many of the firms. One of the firms

None of the firms are registered within a UCITS

is licensed in both Namibia and Botswana.

d. Compliance officer
100%

87.5%

84.4%

2014

88.9%
82.9%

2015

% of firms

80%

2016
60%

2017

40%
20%

12.5%

15.6%

17.1%
11.1%

0%
External

Internal
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Compliance continued...

External compliance officers used

Number of firms

Adzuri Management Consultancy

1

Akari Compliance

1

Compli-Serve SA

5

eComply

3

H4 Collective Investments (RF) Proprietary Limited

1

Horizon Compliance

1

Independent Compliance Services

17

Moonstone Compliance

7

Prescient Investment Management

1

Sanne Group

1

Simply Comply

1

Thipa Denenga Inc.

1

Almost 90% of all firms use external compliance

The specialist compliance firms that have carved

officers. The increasing complexity and time required

out a niche for themselves in this space, remain

for compliance makes this a sensible function to

the preferred service providers (such as Independent

outsource to a specialist company, allowing

Compliance Services - ICS) with a few smaller firms

management to focus on their core skills of

beginning to gain some traction. It is disappointing

investment management as well as concentrate on

to note that this link of the supply chain remains

business stability and executing a sustainable growth

largely untransformed. This presents a market

strategy.

penetration opportunity for B-BBEE compliance
officers as preferential procurement is a key element
under the Revised Financial Sector Code.

e. GIPS compliance verified by a 3rd-party
75.6%

75.0%

80%
70%

63.6%

68.3%

% of firms

60%

2015
2016

50%

2017
36.4%

40%
30%

2014

31.7%

25.0%

24.4%

20%
10%
0%
Yes

No
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External GIPS verifiers

Number of firms

BSD Consulting

1

Deloitte

1

eComply

2

Independent Compliance Services

1

KPMG

1

Morningstar

1

PwC

2

Ramathe Chartered Accounts (SA)

1

Realfin

1

Three quarters of managers do not have their GIPS

and full disclosure of a firm's investment perform-

compliance verified by an independent third party.

ance.” While GIPS is global best practice, verification

According to the CFA Institute “Third-party verifica-

is seldom a prerequisite when it comes to the

tion brings additional credibility to a firm's claim of

awarding of mandates. Given the additional costs

compliance and supports the overall guiding

associated with verification many managers will

principles of the GIPS standards: fair representation

only seek to meet this qualification if asset owners
enforce this requirement.

f. External auditor

External auditors

Number of firms

Augentius

1

Balushi

1

BDO

1

BN Jooste

1

Certified Master Auditors

1

Deloitte

5

Exceed Johannesburg

1

Grant Thornton

5

KPMG

7

LSG Integrated

2

Mazars

1

mmb consulting

1

Nexia SAB&T

1

Ngubane Chartered Accountants and Auditors

1

PwC

4

Ramathe Chartered Accounts (SA)

1

Reashoma Auditors Inc

1

Reliable Accountants

1

RWFC

1

SizweNtsalubaGobodo

6

Thamani Consulting

1

Watermans Ltd

1
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Three of the big 4 global audit firms are well rep-

to the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors

resented covering more than a third of the industry.

(IRBA) of the 4 283 registered auditors in South

EY has no representation within the sector. Sizwe-

Africa, 74.8% are white and only 10.5% are black

NtsalubaGobodo as a local black owned firm is well

African. Like the asset management sector the pace

represented and so is the established brand of Grant

of transformation within the auditing profession has

Thornton. The majority of asset managers appear

also been anaemic.

to prefer to use a well-recognised brand. According

g. Fund administration
100%

2014
82.9%

80.7%
% of firms

80%

69.7%

2015

73.3%

2016

60%

2017

40%

30.3%
19.4%

20%

26.7%
17.1%

0%
External

External fund administrators
Maitland Fund Services
Peregrine
Prescient Fund Services

Internal

Number of firms
16
1
12

Qoutient Financial Solutions

1

Realfin

1

Sanne Group

2

There are a number of motivating reasons as to

owners are demanding independent oversight of

why asset managers globally are outsourcing fund

their investments. All these factors support the use

administration responsibilities to independent

of independent fund administrators as has become

administrators. The primary activity of an asset

standard practice globally. South Africa is no

manager is to manage money and to do it well.

exception as our numbers indicate that only a

Administering assets internally can distract manage-

quarter of firms are administering client assets

ment from their core business. Fund administration

internally. Locally, Maitland Fund Services and

is driven by advanced technology and experienced

Prescient Fund Services dominate this industry.

skill both of which are expensive. Lastly, asset
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h. Insurance cover
Firms holding insurance cover:
100%

% of firms

80%

90.0%
68.8%

93.3%

2014
2015

74.2%

2016

60%

2017

40%

31.3%

20%

25.8%
10.0%

6.7%

0%
Yes

No

Insurance providers

Number of firms

AIG

6

Aon South Africa

1

Carmague

5

Etana Insurance

1

First Equity

1

Fulcrum

1

Hamtern Financial Services

1

Hollard

4

Marsh

9

Mutual and Federal

1

PI Financial Risk Services

1

Picara

1

Royal Square Financial

1

Sanlam

1

Santam

3

Southern Cross

2

Stalker Hutchison Admiral

2

Zurich

1

It is a legislative requirement for discretionary

requirements in place it is ultimately the responsibility

investment managers to have insurance cover in

of the licensed entity to conduct the risk assessment

place to protect clients in the event of a loss. The

and quantify the level of cover needed. Those

level of cover required is based on a risk assessment

managers who are unlicensed do not have cover in

of the business and the size of assets under manage-

place.

ment. Whilst the regulator has placed minimum
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Crime and professional indemnity cover as a % of total AUM:
60%

57.1%
2017

% of firms

50%
40%
31.0%

30%
20%
11.9%

10%
0%
0% - 2%

2% - 4%

>4%

PI cover as a % of total AUM

Directors and officers liability cover as a % of total AUM:
80%

As discussed above, there are no statutory levels
69.1%

set by the FSB on the level of insurance cover

70%

required as a function of assets under management.

60%
% of firms

However, insurance companies do maintain industry
50%

statistics and can provide guidance to their clients

40%

based on their independent risk assessment of the
asset manager’s business. The majority of companies

30%

21.4%

20%

hold cover of between 0% and 2% of assets under
management. For small asset managers, the

9.5%

10%

minimum amount of required cover often translates

0%

into more than 4% of assets under management
0% - 2%

2% - 4%

>4%

DO cover as a % of total AUM

because of the small asset sizes. In the case of
asset managers who are administering client assets
internally the level of cover required is much higher

2017

as the risk of incorrect pricing can translate into
significant liabilities.
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i. Regulation 28 compliance reporting
70%

62.5%

% of firms

60%

59.4%

2014
57.9%
53.3%
46.7%

50%

37.5%

40%

40.6%

2015
2016

42.1%

2017

30%
20%
10%
0%
External

External Regulation 28 verifiers

Internal

Number of firms

H4 Collective Investments (RF) Proprietary Limited

1

Independent Compliance Services

1

Maitland Fund Services

7

Moonfire Technology

1

Prescient Fund Services

7

Ramathe

1

Realfin

1

Sanne Group

1

Thamani Consulting

1

With advances in compliance functions and system

contracted to a third party it is typically the

capability, more asset managers have developed

administrator who is providing this service at no

the capacity to do their Regulation 28 reporting in-

additional cost. In the case of hedge funds many

house. As a result more than half (53%) now

of the prime brokers perform this function as part

perform their own reporting. Where the service is

of a bundled service package.
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j. Compliance policies
Available on website

60%

% of firms

50%

2017

44.4%

55.6%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

No

Policies in place
100.0%
100%

95.6%

100.0%

97.8%

97.8%

95.6%

91.1%

95.6%

90%
77.8%

80%

% of firms

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Conflicts of
interest

Treating
Complaints Protection
customers
of personal
fairly
information

FICA

FAIS

Business
continuity
and disaster
recovery

Personal
Risk
account management
trading

It is mandatory for a financial services provider to

the reason why more than half of the participants

have certain compliance policies in place. Generally

do not make these policies available online. Conflicts

it is considered best practice for asset managers

of interest and complaints policies are the two

to make compliance policies available to the public

policies that all firms have in place with the newer

through publishing them on their website. It may

protection of personal information policy not fully

be the case that many of the small asset managers

implemented across all the managers.

do not have fully functional websites which may be
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k. B-BBEE rating of external service providers
100%

Non-compliant

90%

8

80%

7

70%

6

60%

5

50%

4

40%

3

30%

2

20%

1

10%
0%

26.7%
Auditor

7.5%

0.0%

18.2%

9.5%

Compliance
Fund
GIPS
Regulation 28
Officer
Administrator Verification
Reporting

2.4%

10.7%

Insurance
Provider

Average

This data is most discouraging. The main reason

functions as has been demonstrated in this section.

behind preferential procurement is to achieve

This practice can assist in creating new black firms

industry wide transformation through a multiplier

and supporting existing black enterprises, especially

effect achieved from downstream procurement. The

in highly specialised sectors such as administration,

increase in investment and demand for black asset

compliance, auditing, legal and information

management services should deliver investment

technology. The industry should be sourcing these

returns as well as make a positive impact on the

skills from black enterprises to strengthen the

value chain they have influence over. This is achieved

virtuous cycle of inclusive economic growth that is

through directing their operational and capital

the goal of B-BBEE. Only 10.71% of external service

expenditure to B-BBEE entities. The asset manage-

providers used by the participants have a Level 1

ment sector uses high level specialist skills, resulting

B-BBEE contributor status.

in many independent firms outsourcing their noncore
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THE CURSE OF THE PLATEAU
THE GROWTH PLATEAU
The South African non-banking corporate financial

Such market penetration by these businesses is

services sector can best be described as comprising

commendable. However that on its own should not

of small-and medium-sized enterprises which co-

be the end. This is on account of the fact that

exist alongside large, highly capitalised corporations

anecdotal evidence shows that such firms face a

who enjoy good levels of productivity and growth.

very high possibility of failing within their first few

The latter group consists of a dominant collection

years of operations. Those that survive the initial

of mainly vertically integrated, listed companies

startup phase usually stay afloat for an average of

whilst the former group encompasses a strata of

less than 4 years. According to the Global Entrep-

businesses that range from survivalist to medium-

reneurship Monitor the long-term growth and

sized. According to the Department of Small Business

sustainability of small firms that manage to beat

Development, in the 2015/16 tax year the contribution

the odds and last longer than the average firm,

of small and medium business to PAYE, Skills

generally hit a growth plateau within 15 years. A

Development Levy and Corporate Income Tax was

common feature is that once they mature to a

greater than that of larger companies and on average

medium economic concern, further growth is fettered

they contributed to around 42% of GDP and provided

by a high degree of burn out or stagnation, a

employment to about 47% of the labor force.

phenomenon consisting of a sustained period of

Therefore much attention needs to be given to this

little or no growth.

group. Not only because such businesses have the
capacity to positively influence the dynamics of the
economy through innovation and job creation but
also because of (among other benefits) their capacity
to reduce the unemployment burden. To its credit,
government has prioritised to develop, support and
promote small and medium enterprises through
effective policy and regulations, public sector

While government is ordinarily tasked with redress,
and is usually impugned for external factors such
as recessions and legislative and economic restraints
(such as tax policies) that slow economic activity,
it is incumbent upon the firms themselves to take
charge of the internal factors which underpin
corporate stagnation or shrinkage.

procurement, providing access to financial support

Besides the commonly mentioned factor - financial

and building access to markets. This is all in an

capital - there are other internal determinants that

effort to boost increased participation in the

may hamper growth. This discussion will not revisit

mainstream economy and to promote financial

the overly cited external factors such as the legacy

inclusivity.

of apartheid and its consequent unequal playing
field which well-established corporations benefit
from. Instead, this discussion focuses on internal
variables that engender corporate burn-out or
premature-aging. These are often the precursors
to organisational failure and here a plethora of
internal dynamics suppressing a company founder’s
innate appetite for growth can be cited. These range
from failure to implement customer retention
strategies to people to technology. On the following
page we explore the most vital ones.
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a. The “curse of success”
Spurred by encouraging factors such as the initial

tool-kit of the company’s growth agenda is usually

entrepreneurial drive of the founders and external

associated with a disinclination to allocate capital

support, focused startup firms normally enjoy

to invest in new technology, customer-centric

respectable growth. Ironically, such success often

innovation and a failure to invest in training and

turns out to be an obstruction to further corporate

development. Likewise, that approach might be

growth. The firm’s accomplishment of goals turns

purely due to an organisational culture that is blind

out to be a constraint from the urge to explore new

to new possibilities. Believing in its rhetoric about

opportunities. Hence the aphorism that “success

past successes the company clings to obsolete

breeds failure.” There is no doubt that historical

product strategies as managers fail to pick up

successes put the firm on a stronger footing. The

evolutionary signals of loss of competitiveness,

problem arises when such achievements are

stagnation and decline. Without ongoing reflection,

associated with greed and “impulsive imperialism.”

such stagnation might not be immediately discernible

That scenario is usually demonstrated by an

mainly because a loss of competitiveness is not

aggressive pursuit of new opportunities, typically

always associated with a loss of profitability. Against

grandiose aspirations on the milieu of insufficient

that background corporate innovation initiatives

knowledge. In pursuit of such, the firm ends up

stall and the firm remains unconsciously trapped

overtaxing and cannibalising its existing funds,

in the past and loses out to its fast-paced and highly

focus and energy. By eating into every other area

innovative competitors. Ultimately, therefore

of the business, the firm fails to attain growth. A

innovation creates winners and losers.

well formulated research and development strategy
usually serves to counter that.

b. Lack of innovation and reliance
on outdated product strategies

c. Inadequate investment in
human capital
Competitive and dynamic firms owe their solid gains
to human capital. To survive, an organisation must

A common source of company staleness is the

be agile and lean. It needs to be creative and hence,

failure of management to be flexible enough to

efficient. That necessitates effective recruitment,

craft strategies that engender new products and

motivating and the ability to retain the highest

systems. This is commonly reflected in, for instance,

caliber of staff. Well trained staff are a crucial tool

corporate charter provisions which were once efficient

in the execution of strategy and in enhancing

but become outdated and which shareholders and

transformational change. Failure to nurture or

management choose not to correct. This either

prioritise investment in well-trained staff suppresses

culminates in, or is reflected in a managerial style

knowledge attainment and transfer. In that

steeped in the “if it’s not broken don’t fix it” or the

environment the company becomes unresponsive

“it has always worked this way” mantra.

to change and therefore becomes stale and

Unfortunately, this stifles innovation and creativity

uncompetitive.

and at worst, results in growth inertia. Such an
attitude is without doubt an anathema to possibilities
of the company’s evolution, rejuvenation and
revitalisation. Failure to embrace innovation as a
66
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d. Failure to embrace technology
Small and medium enterprises are typically

In conclusion, a common feature of the South

constrained by a narrow capital base. Burdened by

African corporate life cycle (especially for small

limited financial resources they face a conundrum;

companies) is that they are born and grow up to

whether it is worth investing lots of time and energy

maturity. Sadly, sooner or later such firms stagnate

in familiarising themselves with new technology,

in their activities. External and internal factors

on the indefinable assumption that, in the long-

account for this. Internal underpinnings of corporate

run, such technology will save the organisation

stagnation or burn-out are in essence, steeped in

time. Likewise, there could be a perception that

poor leadership and management, bureaucratic red

mastering new software packages might turn out

tape and poor financial controls.

to be a tedious and fruitless exercise. By contrast,
transformative firms realise that harnessing
advanced and sometimes disruptive technology and
digital practices are integral to competitive advantage
and firm growth.

Ongoing firm introspection is a crucial tool for
shareholders and managers whose objective is
sustainable performance and growth. Augmented
by will-power, the data and analytics arising from
such an exercise would undoubtedly galvanize

e. Poor branding

business leaders to push the boundaries of
conventional small corporation management

A major impediment to growth in the case of black-

strategies. In essence therefore, plugging growth-

owned companies is the development of strong

crippling factors requires time and money. The long

household brands which place them at a par with

and short of it all is that for as long as the company

their mainstream competitors. In order to counter

cannot devote money and time to growing the

their ‘invisibility’ black-owned companies need to

business, that company will sooner or later hit a

come up with strategies that will place them in the

plateau and stagnate.

eye of the consumer. The ongoing review of the
financial sector provides a fitting platform where
their voices can be heard and where they can showcase their brands.
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BRAND BUILDING
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a. South African industry body memberships
50%

2017
46.7%

Additional

% of firms

40%
Investment Analysts Society of
South Africa (IASSA)

30%
22.2%

20%

National Credit Regulator (NCR)

17.8%

South African Institute of Black
Property Practitioners (SAIBPP)

10%

South African Property Owners
Association (SAPOA)

0%
ASISA

ABSIP

SAVCA

Industry bodies provide access to knowledge,

participants are registered with SAVCA (South

networking opportunities and helps create brand

African Venture Capital Association) which is nearly

awareness. Most importantly they allow members

all the firms with private equity offerings. Less than

to keep up to date with industry best practice and

20% of participants are members of ASISA

gain access to stakeholders shaping the sector.

(Association for Savings and Investment South

Many industry associations also regularly hold events

Africa).

such as seminars and conferences aiding professional
development and encouraging debate on issues
relevant to the sector.

Whilst there is a cost that comes with being members
of the various organisations the benefits generally
outweigh the costs. For example when it comes to

Less than half of the firms in the industry are

policy and best practice more credence is assigned

represented at ABSIP (Association of Black Securities

to a collective than to a single firm.

and Investment Professionals), while 22% of the
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b. Regularly engage in national policy discussions
60%

More than half the participants are regularly involved

53.3%
46.7%

% of firms

50%

in policy discussions. The regulatory authorities
determine the direction that the industry takes and

40%

the future viability of the industry. Staying up-to30%

date on the latest policy developments allows firms

20%

to understand the impact of policy changes on their

10%

businesses and clients. Therefore it is critical that

0%

all parties involved in the sector regularly engage
Yes

No

and provide input on the framework in which the
industry exists to make the future sustainable for

2017

all. The collective voice can be bigger than that of
individual companies so engagement and
membership of industry bodies should go hand in
hand to present a unified view. Being critical of
policy outcomes is ineffectual if you were not a
participant in influencing the outcome.

c. Exhibit at or sponsor industry conferences
70%

Only one third of firms exhibit at or sponsor industry
64.4%

60%

come cheap and for many of the newer firms this

% of firms

50%
40%

conferences. The opportunity to exhibit does not

is just too taxing on the bottom line. Some events

35.6%

do provide good exposure and can help in building

30%

brand, present networking opportunities and provide

20%

access to asset owners. They also provide firms the

10%

opportunity to connect with industry peers. However
given the vast number of events held companies

0%
Yes

No
2017

generally have to be discerning in which ones to
support so as to gain maximum value.
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d. Senior investment personnel speak regularly at industry events
60%

Speaking slots at industry events do not always

51.1%

48.9%

% of firms

50%

come at a price. Those speakers who are insightful
and able to hold the audience’s attention are often

40%

sought after to make events more popular. Just
30%

over half of the asset managers have people who

20%

do regularly speak at events. Having someone on

10%

the team who is an esteemed public speaker is a

0%

major asset to any company no matter where the
Yes

No

company is in their lifecycle. Speaking at conferences
also cements the position of the company as an

2017

expert in the field and aids in brand recognition
and visibility.

e. Senior investment personnel regularly conduct
media interviews on financial markets
60%

% of firms

50%

51.1%

48.9%

Close to half of the participants regularly conduct
media interviews on topics affecting the financial
markets. The media generally seek out credible

40%

people to provide expert opinions and insight on

30%

the financial markets. The number of opportunities

20%

available outside of print and TV has also increased

10%

because of online news and social media. There is

0%

also no cost involved except for time and
Yes

No
2017

commitment. Most importantly the media gives
access to the retail market which is a difficult
segment to penetrate as is evidenced by the low
penetration rate of black managers in this space.
This medium also provides the opportunity to
showcase expertise and capability building instant
credibility with the general public.
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f. Firms regularly publish research articles of interest
60%

% of firms

50%

Another way of establishing credibility and status
55.6%

44.4%

as a thought leader is through the publishing of
research. It’s a means to stand out against the

40%

competition and cement a company’s position as
30%

an authority on a subject. Articles can be published

20%

directly by the firms or through the numerous

10%

different publications which don’t always come at

0%

a price. Only 44% of firms regularly publish research
Yes

No

pieces.

2017

g. Industry awards won for investment performance
100%

2017

88.9%

% of firms

80%
60%
40%
20%

11.1%

0%
Yes

No
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Raging Bull Awards

Number of firms

3

2017
2

2
1

1
0

0
1

2

3

Number of Raging Bull Awards

Morningstar Awards

Number of firms

2

2017

1

1
Other awards won

0

0

0

Batseta Imbasa Yegolide Awards
HedgeNews Africa

1

2

3

ABSIP Fund Manager Of The Year

Number of Morningstar Awards

Many of the industry awards such as Raging Bull

to the quality of some of the players in this space.

and Morningstar are judged on 5 year unit trust

It is important to note that some of the participants

performance statistics which many of the participants

are entirely focused on managing money in the

don’t have as almost half of the firms are less than

unlisted space which is not a strategy covered under

5 years old and a large number don’t manage unit

these awards. Only 11% of firms have won industry

trust portfolios. They also have criteria that need

awards. In addition to the well-known industry

to be met in terms of number of funds and assets

awards, firms have also been the recipients of

under management. To have won awards in this

various other awards listed in the table above.

space where the competition is huge is testament
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h. % of revenue spend on advertising, branding and marketing
60%

2017

53.3%

% of firms

50%
40%

33.3%

30%
20%
6.7%

10%

4.4%

2.2%

0%
<1%

1% - 5%

5% - 10%

10% - 15%

>15%

% of revenue

The South African pensions industry is fairly small

asset managers. In this space building brand and

when it comes to the number of large institutional

marketing is vital and yet more than half of partici-

asset owners allocating to managers and so net-

pants are spending less than 1% of revenue on

working and gaining access is fairly easy for firms.

marketing. In order to diversify revenue streams

However the overall savings and investments

and reduce the amount of client concentration risk

industry is much larger if you take into consideration

that we see amongst managers, a bigger budget

medium sized asset owners, corporates, umbrella

should be allocated to create more awareness in

funds, endowments and trusts as well as the retail

the market.

market that remains largely untapped by black

i. Advertising
60%

% of firms

50%

53.3%

Fewer than half of black asset managers advertise.
Consistent advertising allows a business to connect

46.7%

with its customer base and become a household

40%

brand. This is particularly important when investment
30%

performance is weak. Strong brands generally

20%

withstand tough times because of the trust and

10%

confidence in the brand. Effective advertising requires

0%

commitment and planning and should not be seen
Yes

No

as a grudge spend but rather as an investment.

2017
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Medium used

90%

2017

81.0%

80%

% of firms

70%
60%
50%
40%

33.3%

30%

28.6%

20%
9.5%

10%

4.8%

0%
Print

Radio

Television

Social media

Online
(eg: Moneyweb)

The most popular medium used by the managers

technology it is essential to stay on top of industry

is print. In line with global trends, increasingly

trends to exploit new marketing options to gain

managers are turning to social media to create

maximum brand exposure. Just under 30% of

brand awareness. Given the speed of innovation in

managers use online advertising.

j. Hold investor roadshows
60%

53.3%
46.7%

% of firms

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

No
2017
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Frequency

40%

Out of sight out of mind. It is important for all
33.3%

managers to communicate regularly with and be

37.5%

29.2%

% of firms

30%

available to their clients. This allows for reinforcement
of the managers’ strategy and expertise as well as
ensuring that clients’ needs are being met. Investor

20%

roadshows also create the opportunity to showcase
performance and product to potential new investors.

10%

53% of managers hold investor roadshows and in
most cases this is done at least every 6 months.

0%
Every
3 months

Every
At least once
6 months
a year

This can also be a cost effective way of interacting
with clients as the roadshows do not necessarily
need to come at a high cost.

Investor roadshows
2017

k. Medium used to communicate with investors and potential investors
90%
80%

80.0%

75.6%

2017

% of firms

70%
60%
50%
40%
26.7%

30%
20%
10%

11.1%
4.4%

2.2%

11.1%
2.2%

0%
Email
Blogging
campaigns

Webinars Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

LinkedIn

Website

Communication with investors

Email campaigns and making information available

traditional mediums. Webinars are also being used

through the company’s website is the most common

very effectively by global asset managers to

way used to communicate with both current and

communicate with their clients across the world.

potential investors. The rise of social media and

Those asset managers who take the time to explore

the low barriers to entry here lead to questions

these different avenues to get their message out

around why these mediums are not being exploited

will achieve more success in penetrating the market

especially by start-up and smaller businesses as

not only domestically. The benefits of connecting

the costs are minimal. Worldwide internet and social

with the public are invaluable to a business.

media advertising spend has surpassed that of
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l. Have a mobile app
120%

None of the managers have a mobile app that allows
100.0%

% of firms

100%

customers to understand their investment products
and performance. Despite the massive disruptions

80%

that technology has made around the globe in the
60%

way that we all do things in everyday life, most

40%

firms are still engaging with their current and

20%

potential clients in the same way as was done 20
0.0%

years ago. Investment analysts spend a significant

0%
Yes

No

amount of time trying to understand the impact of
new technologies in a multitude of industries yet

2017

we still do not harness and use technology effectively
within our own industry.

m. Fully functional website
60%

The limited use of technology to make information
51.1%

48.9%

% of firms

50%

available is also evidenced by the fact that only half
of all asset managers have a website conducive to

40%

allowing clients to explore their products and
30%

performance. It is imperative for every business to

20%

have a website as it provides quick accessibility of

10%

information and provides legitimacy to a business.

0%

It is disappointing to note that many of the
Yes

No

participants do not have fully functional websites.

2017
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Brand Building continued...

n. Brand recognition drivers
100%

86.7%

84.4%

% of firms

80%

2017

77.8%

64.4%
60%
42.2%
33.3%

40%
20%
0%
Consistent
investment
performance

Low fees

Marketing Differentiated
product

Your
people

Client
focused

Brand recognition drivers

87% of asset managers believe that consistent

drive brand recognition. Being client focussed and

performance will drive their brand recognition along

delivering consistent investment performance is

with 84% who believe that the people in the firm

vital but this also needs to be communicated to the

will. These beliefs are at the root of why firms are

market especially when it comes to the retail market

not focused on advertising and marketing, with

where people want to invest with a name they

only 42% of firms believing that marketing will

recognise.

o. Ambition to become South Africa’s next Coronation / Allan Gray or positioned
as a boutique / niche asset manager
90%
80%

Most managers are satisfied with being a boutique
77.8%

manager and very few want to go on to become

% of firms

70%

the next big brand asset management firm. This is

60%

surprising as the industry dialogue currently is

50%

focused on supporting the growth of black owned,

40%

managed and controlled asset managers to exceed

30%

22.2%

20%

that of big business established before 1994. So
while the desire to gather assets is most probably

10%

high, it may be the case that there is a stigma

0%
Boutique

Household brand
2017

attached to being a large firm given the perception
in the industry that smaller boutique firms are more
nimble and deliver better performance.
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p. Measures of success
100%

91.1%

2017

91.1%

90%
80%

73.3%

71.1%

% of firms

70%
60%

62.2%

57.8%

50%

40.0%

40%

33.3%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Consistent Profitability
investment
performance

Employee Shareholder
Client
Competitive
satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction
stance

Innovation

Client
retention

Measures of success

Client satisfaction and consistent performance are

of a long track record. Client satisfaction is an ideal

the two most popular measures of success.

for everyone in the industry to work towards but

Consistent performance will always be what drives

this is difficult to measure and while a business can

managers to make good investment decisions but

succeed in keeping a few clients satisfied, it is

there will be times when they are at the mercy of

unlikely that a business can sustain itself with only

the market and their stated investment style is not

a handful of clients. A number of measures of

in favour. Consistency and stability of investment

success need to coincide to be an exceptionally

performance can only truly be measured at the end

successful enterprise.
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a. Distribution of products
90%
80%

2017

75.6%

84.4%

71.1%

% of firms

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

11.1%

15.6%

15.6%

Financial
advisors

LISPS

10%
0%
Asset
consultants

Multimanagers

Direct
relationships

Umbrella
funds

Very few firms rely on Linked Investment Service

consumer appetite and demand as “shelf space” is

Providers (LISPS) often referred to as platforms or

costly. Often the processes used by these channels

financial advisors for the distribution of their products

to have your funds approved are also discouraging

as is evidenced by the low number of collective

leaving managers with little confidence in the system.

investment schemes managed and the poor retail

Institutional business is still the mainstay for majority

penetration levels. The industry is also very poorly

of the firms who rely on direct relationships with the

represented on umbrella funds where trustees still

large retirement funds as well as with asset consultants

prefer to use household brands. LISPS are driven by

and multi-managers.

b. Global institutional investors
100%

87.8%

90%

77.8%

80%

2017

70%
% of firms

2016

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

22.2%
12.2%

10%
0%

Yes

No

It is pleasing to note the increase in the number of

and allows a business to diversify its revenue stream.

asset managers who have global institutional clients.

22% of firms in the industry have global clients

Penetrating the local market is difficult enough but

and are building out their global presence and

gathering international clients is a great achievement

brand.
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Distribution continued...

c. Collective Investment Schemes (CIS)
i. Unit trust products
25

Number of firms
that have unit trusts

21
20

18

15
10
10

13

13

13

2012

2013

2014

14

11

8

5
0
2009

2010

2011

2015

2016

2017

21 of the 45 firms participating in the survey have

tional. Retail market penetration requires resolve

registered unit trust vehicles in terms of the Collective

and a significant capital investment in distribution

Investment Schemes Act. The increase in the number

resources and marketing. With majority of firms

of firms that offer retail solutions is promising as

spending less than 1% of revenue on advertising

currently 80% of industry assets are largely institu-

this task will be difficult to achieve for some.

Total number of unit trusts

ii. Total number of unit trusts managed
60
50
40

49

55

2016

2017

43

40
30
20
10
0
2014

2015

According to ASISA as at the end of December 2016

of offerings. In 2016 hedge funds became regulated

there were 1 520 registered unit trusts in South

under the Collective Investment Schemes Act. This

Africa. This translates to black asset managers

also contributed to the year on year increase in

holding a 3.6% market share in terms of number

product offerings.
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iii. Number of CIS in Securities
8

7

Number of firms

7
6

5

5
4

3

3
2

2

2

4

5 and more

1
0
1

2

3

Number of CIS in Securities
*Total number of CIS in Securities: 48

Managers prefer to focus on a single product and

most firms who do offer unit trust vehicles offer a

build critical mass in the product first before rolling

single product. The larger and older firms have

out other investment offerings. It follows then that

multiple offerings.

iv. Number of CIS in Hedge Funds

Number of firms

4
3
3
2
2

1
0

0

0

3

4

5 and more

0
1

2

Number of CIS in Hedge Funds
*Total number of CIS in Hedge Funds: 7

CIS in hedge funds is a new addition to the market

the movement of hedge funds into the regulated

and there are 5 firms that have registered their

space continues this number should grow as more

hedge fund products. There are seven registered

of the old legal structures are converted into the

funds and three managers who have a single hedge

new structures.

fund and 2 managers who offer 2 hedge funds. As
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Distribution continued...

v. Collective Investment Scheme Management Companies (Mancos) used
17

18

2014
15

Number of firms

16

2015

13

14

2016

11

12

2017

10
8
6

4

4

2

2

0

0

1

2

1

0

0
Co-naming in Securities

Co-naming in Hedge Funds

Have unit trust Manco

Firms that have a Collective Investment Scheme Management Company
Kagiso Asset Management
Cloud Atlas Investing

The majority of managers still prefer the simplicity

in people and technology. Many firms do not consider

of using co-naming arrangements when offering

having a Manco as a core business function and

unit trusts rather than having their own Mancos.

therefore prefer to partner with Mancos whose only

15 firms have co-naming agreements in place in

business is to provide CIS access to third-party

CIS for securities and 4 firms in CIS for hedge

managers. These Mancos can also assist with

funds. There are two firms that have their own unit

distribution and marketing.

trust Mancos. Managing a Manco requires investment

vi. Co-naming partners of choice
5

3
2

2

2

2

2

1

Boutique Collective
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

0

0

0

0
Momentum Collective
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

0

1

MET Collective
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

0

1

IP Management
Company (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

1

1

Africa Collective
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

1

1
0

0

1
0

0

Co-naming in Securities

Sanlam Collective
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

Prime Collective
Investment Schemes
Management Company
(RF) (Pty) Ltd

Prime Alternative
Investments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

Prescient Management Company (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

Novare Collective
Iinvestments (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

0
IDS Management
Company (RF)
(Pty) Ltd

Number of firms

4
4

Co-naming in Hedge Funds
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vii. LISPS
Unit trust products available on LISPS
80%

2017

71.4%

70%

% of firms

60%
50%
40%
28.6%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Yes

No

Number of LISPS unit trusts available on

Number of firms

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

0
1

2

3

4

5

1

0

0

6

7

8

LISPS

Managers have a number of choices in terms of
who they want to partner with and competition in
this space is fierce. The criteria used by managers
when making their choice is based on price and
distribution. Another element to consider is the BBBEE contributor status of the Manco as Manco
costs fall under preferential procurement under the
B-BBEE Scorecard. Africa Collective Investments is
the only Manco that is majority black owned, black
woman managed and controlled. Some Mancos
offer long only and some long only and hedge funds.
Managers also undergo a due diligence process by
the Manco before the Manco agrees to provide the
co-naming solution to the manager.
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Distribution continued...

LISPS utilised

Number of firms

5
4

4

3

3

3
2

2

2

2
1

1

1

2
1

0

0
Allan
Gray

Stanlib

1

0

ABSA Momentum Glacier Discovery

PPS

PSG

Old
Mutual

Liberty

Sygnia Investec

Other

LISPS

Less than 30% of firms have their products available

It is the larger, established businesses that have

through LISPS. Being listed on one of these platforms

managed to gain access to the LISPS with only 6

makes accessing the retail market much easier as

firms represented. Once a manager gains access

these platforms are used by many financial advisors

through one LISP it becomes easier to then gain

to place clients’ assets as administration and switching

access to other LISPS. One firm has their products

options are provided. Access to LISPS for new

on 8 LISPS. Glacier appears to be the most accom-

businesses is difficult as the LISP providers want

modating followed by Investec and Momentum. Old

some form of guarantee that there will be flows

Mutual and Discovery have not made their LISPS

into the products. These assurances are very difficult

available to any of the black asset managers. The

for a new business to provide placing the manager

various LISPS also have different rules and many

in a catch 22 situation as the LISP provides access

of them only really make “shelf space” available to

to market to build assets under management and

well established brands and when financial advisors

brand but the LISPS require a commitment of

demand the inclusion of certain managers’ products.

expected flows.

viii. Number of IFAs that distribute unit trusts to the retail sector

Number of firms

15
14

10

4

5

3
0

0

0

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20

0
0

1 - 5

>20

Number of IFAs that distribute the firm’s unit trust products

In line with the poor penetration of the retail market

established firms have access to an IFA network

and the dearth of black independent financial

with a number of different advisors distributing

advisors (IFAs), most firms do not have any IFAs

their products.

distributing their products. Again the older more
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d. UCITS compliant products
120%

UCITS compliant products are available for distribu100.0%

% of firms

100%

tion in global markets, with UCITS compliance being
one of the most stringent regulatory requirements

80%

for product domiciles internationally. There are no
60%

firms in the industry who have UCITS compliant

40%

vehicles. This is also evidenced by the lack of global
offerings by the firms. The cost of establishing and

20%
0.0%

administering a UCITS compliant fund is high.

0%
Yes

No
2017

e. Own Life Company
120%

The big life companies continue to dominate the
100.0%

% of firms

100%

market and the regulatory environment is such that
it perpetuates this oligopoly situation by making it

80%

almost impossible for new entrants to participate
60%

in this space. Without expansionary vehicles such

40%

as life companies the progression of black business
will always be stalled.

20%
0.0%
0%
Yes

No
2017
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SUCCESS TAKES TIME TO CULTIVATE
We know that asset managers follow different styles

It further serves to re-inforce confidence in the

of investing and these can be either benchmark

manager that their client understands their process

cognisant, benchmark aware or benchmark agnostic.

and that they can remain focused on what they do

This provides investors the opportunity to diversify

best which is manage money.

their portfolios through harnessing the benefits of
these various styles. Given the growth in the universe
of black fund managers within the last decade there
is no shortage of style variation meaning that
investors can realise the advantages of an optimally

We demonstrate quantitatively why employing a
fund of funds construct provides the best mechanism
to achieve both developmental and investment
goals.

blended style portfolio.
However managers are often tempted to deviate

The benefits of using a fund of
funds construct

from their true investment signature largely driven
by short-term pressures of underperformance. For

Fama and Booth’s 1992 paper titled “Diversification

this and many other reasons the business of growing

Returns and Asset Contributions” shows that there

small asset managers is not an easy responsibility.

are benefits to be enjoyed due to diversification

Achieving a good balance between respectable

past just simple asset class diversification and that

investment outcomes and transformation imperatives

this diversification contributes to better risk adjusted

requires dedicated effort and resources. Worthy

returns. The research was conducted using 50 years

results are not accomplished overnight and takes

of return data from both the S&P 500 and U.S. 20

time to cultivate. It is important to recognise that

year treasury bonds. Their conclusion is as follows:

investing is a long term endeavour and developing
asset managers takes time and commitment. During
a full market cycle there will be periods of underperformance. But how investors act in those periods
not only determines long term performance but
also impacts the success and sustainability of
managers.
The titans of today did not emerge overnight, there
were many periods of underperformance where
investment teams faced severe pressure from both
internal and external elements to alter their
philosophy or process in order to pursue short term
gains. The teams constantly revisited investment
cases and theory and remained true to their views.
Eventually it paid off. This constant steadfastness
is one of the major contributing factors to their
success. Now their established brands helps shield

“For a portfolio with constant percentage invested
in each asset, the compound return is the sum of
the contributions of the individual assets in the
portfolio. The portfolio compound return is greater
than the weighted average of the compounded
returns on the assets in the portfolio. The
incremental return is due to diversification.”
It is important to note that enhancing risk adjusted
performance over the long term is based on adding
assets which are uncorrelated to each other and to
the overall portfolio. The uncorrelated assets ensure
that different components of the portfolio contribute
to performance during different market cycles and
in doing so provide a less volatile performance
experience over the longer term. In addition to a
less volatile performance signature, absolute returns
can also be notably enhanced over the long term.

them from external pressure in periods of underperformance. Allowing the manager the time to let

A fund of funds construct allows investors to benefit

their investment process play out is crucial if you

from the skill applied by the fund of funds manager

are to earn the benefits of having style diversification.

when constructing the portfolio through optimising
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asset allocation and identifying managers who

an equal weighting to each of the three Value,

contribute towards the provision of uncorrelated

Growth and Quality indices. The foresight portfolio

sources of return within asset classes. This responsi-

is constructed using the following methodology:

bility is most daunting when dealing with a universe
Had an investor obtained perfect foresight of which

of managers with short track records and untested

equity strategy would outperform in each calendar

performance histories as is the case with emerging

year, the index assumes a 50% weight is allocated

black asset managers. For this reason it is essential

to the best performing strategy for each year.

that the fund of funds manager you appoint has

Furthermore, the one third weight is maintained in

the necessary capability, experience and track

the second best performing strategy each year

record to manage such a portfolio.

leaving a one sixth weighting to the worst performing
While the benefits of diversifying across asset classes

strategy each year. While this perfect foresight

are well documented, in the analysis below, we

index may be a simplification of the reality of what

quantify the advantages to be enjoyed by employing

a good fund of funds manager might be able to

style diversification. We utilise the MSCI South

achieve, the point remains that even if a fund of

Africa indices for Value, Growth and Quality to

funds manager is able to rotate into the correct

conduct this analysis over an 18.5 year period.

strategy more often than not, there is a significant
total return benefit to be enjoyed by the investor

The graph below showcases the performance of the

over the long term.

different style indices over the full analysis period.
The equally weighted portfolio is a portfolio with

Total Cumulative Performance of Strategies and Constructed Portfolios
2500
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Equal Weighted

MSCI South Africa Growth
MSCI South Africa Value
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Dec-98

0

MSCI South Africa Quality
Foresight

One can immediately see the advantages to be

at the right point in time even if only achieved some

gained by being diversified with even a simplistic

of the time. The extent to which the foresight

equally weighted index outperforming all of the

portfolio outperforms means that significant alpha

individual strategies with the exception of Quality

can be created through the ability to construct style

over the full period. The foresight portfolio (as would

cognisant portfolios over the longer term. A critical

be expected) outperformed all individual indices.

consideration in this analysis is the time frame. In
order to truly enjoy such benefits, investors need

An experienced fund of funds manager can provide
a tilt towards the best performing investment style

to exercise patience and prudence, especially when
it is the most challenging to do so.
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Success Takes Time to Cultivate continued...
In addition to considering just absolute performance,

The table below provides a summary of the Sharpe

a lot of insight can be gained by looking at the risk

ratios of the strategies over the analysis period:

adjusted performance of the individual strategies.

Factor

Equal
Weighted
Portfolio

MSCI
South Africa
Growth
Index

MSCI
South Africa
Quality
Index

MSCI
South Africa
Value
Index

Foresight
Portfolio

Annualised Return

16.20%

15.05%

17.01%

15.82%

18.92%

Annualised Volatility

19.82%

17.74%

22.32%

23.22%

19.61%

Sharpe Ratio

0.375

0.354

0.369

0.304

0.517

The superior risk adjusted performance of both the

these managers that some managers can add more

equally weighted portfolio as well as the foresight

alpha than others within an investment style. An

portfolio when compared to the individual constituents

experienced fund of funds manager can therefore

further lends support to the advantages of employing

select a fund which delivers better than average

a diversified strategy. This is fairly profound and

returns relative to its peers, allowing additional

has major implications with regards to more holistic

alpha to be captured over and above that enjoyed

multi-asset portfolio construction or liability matching

by optimally diversifying across styles.

for pension funds who seek to utilise their risk
budget most efficiently for a given level of targeted
risk and return.

The graph below depicts the impact of moving from
a manager whose performance relative to its peer
group is just average to a manager who is just one

On picking winners

decile better in terms of relative performance. In
other words moving from the median manager to

The second avenue which an expert fund of funds

a 4th decile manager, and subsequently to one

manager could utilise to add value over and above

even better than that, a third decile manager. The

tactically tilting a diversified portfolio of uncorrelated

data set utilised for the analysis is the South African

strategies, is through superior manager selection.

General Equity unit trust category. This data set

Each of the main investment style categories have

was selected as it is large enough to prevent any

multiple asset managers whose investment

biases, has a long track record and the data is

philosophy is most closely aligned to that particular

publically available.

style. However we know from the performance of

Conclusion
While the evidence presented in this survey and
previous years’ versions of the survey demonstrate
the drastic strides that need to be made with regards
to transforming the South African asset management
industry, we believe that all stakeholders and in particular

demonstrates that this can only be achieved if:
1. A long term time horizon is adopted that allows the
manager the security to confidently express their
best investment view based on their inherent
investment philosophy.

investors have a pivotal role to play in ensuring such
transformation is achieved in a sustainable manner.

2. The benefits of style diversification can be exploited

The most sustainable manner is through creating alpha

over and above the benefits obtained from asset

for investors and the analysis presented above

class diversification.
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Impact of moving from median, to 4th and 3rd decile manager
50%
40%

Returns

30%
20%
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-10%
-20%
-30%
Median

4th Decile

3rd Decile

When considered over the entire analysis period,

a fund of funds manager who specialises in fund

an average return enhancement of 1.37% per

selection to achieve based purely on the large size

annum is enjoyed if a fund of funds manager can

of the category (153 funds in the calendar year

just do a slightly better job than average in selecting

2016 implying selecting a fund better than 77th

a 4th decile fund. This compounds to a material

place). Again, it is prudent to note that the above

17.69% total outperformance over the full 12 year

analysis doesn’t assume consistent and repeatable

period. By selecting a 3rd decile fund, a significant

outstanding manager selection skill (by selecting

2.67% per annum of additional return over selecting

a manager in the best or second decile of the total

the median fund was achieved over the 12 year

universe) but rather marginally better than average

analysis period. This compounds to an impressive

fund selection skill for a segment of the industry

37.2% total cumulative outperformance by selecting

focused very fastidiously on fund selection.

a 3rd decile fund as opposed to just an average
fund over the period. When considering that the
sample set used for the above analysis is the General
Equity unit trust category, an improvement in fund
selection over and above the median fund over a
12 year cycle wouldn’t be all that challenging for

3. The most skilled managers can be selected within
each category.
In a bid to promote more sustainable transformation,
understanding the pressure that an incubator business
is under should be an important consideration. Balancing
growing a business and managing money requires an
enormous amount of tenacity. Emerging managers
must have the courage to clearly articulate their

investment style and communicate their performance
signature to investors. This will serve them well when
their style is out of favour as the investor will understand
the reasons behind their underperformance. Having
a definitive style will also enable the asset owner,
through an expert conduit, to understand how and
when to utilise such a manager when constructing a
well-balanced building block or portfolio.
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE TO 30 JUNE 2017
Only funds that hold a 3-year track record were included in the graphs below.

a. South Africa Active Equity
3 Year risk/return scatter

7%
Mergence Equity
Prescient Fund

Mazi Equity Composite

6%
Aeon Active Equity Fund
Argon SA Equity

Mergence SWIX Fund

Mergence ESG Equity Fund
Aeon Enhanced Equity Fund
SWIX All Share
Vunani Core Equity
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5%

3 Year Annualised Return
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4%
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Capped SWIX All Share
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3%
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2%
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1%
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b. South Africa Passive/Index Equity
3 Year risk/return scatter

7%

3 Year Annualised Return
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Maru Enhanced Equity Fund

5%
SWIX All Share

4%
ALSI
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2%
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10.0%
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c. South Africa Active Fixed Income
3 Year risk/return scatter
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Balondolozi Bond Fund

3 Year Annualised Return
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Argon SA Bond
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Investment Performance continued...

d. South Africa Money Market
3 Year risk/return scatter

8.4%
Vunani Enhanced Income Fund

Pan-African Money Market

3 Year Annualised Return
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Aluwani Money Market
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e. South Africa Listed Property
3 Year risk/return scatter

21%

3 Year Annualised Return

19%
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Meago Property Composite
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f. Multi-asset Class (Absolute Return and Balanced)
3 Year risk/return scatter

14%

CPI+7%

12%
CPI+6%

3 Year Annualised Return

CPI+5%

10%
Mergence CPI +5%
(Global) Fund

CPI+4%

CPI+3%

Vunani Global Absolute Return CPI +5%

Argon Absolute
Return Fund

Mianzo Absolute Return Fund

8%

Aeon Balanced Fund

Vunani Global Absolute
Return Fund CPI +3%

Vunani Domestic Absolute Return CPI +5%

Taquanta
Absolute

Taquanta Balanced

Vunani Domestic Absolute
Return Fund CPI +4%

6%

Kagiso Protector Fund
Vunani Global Absolute
Return CPI +7%

Vunani Domestic Absolute
Return Fund CPI +3%
Balondolozi Absolute
Return Fund

4%

Mergence CPI
+4% Fund

Pan - African Balanced Fund

Mergence CPI +5%
(Local) Fund

Perpetua True Value
Domestic Multi-Asset
Class

Vunani Domestic Absolute
Return CPI +6%

Kagiso Domesic
Balanced Fund

Sentio Absolute Return Fund

2%
1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

3 Year Annualised Risk
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THE B-BBEE SCOREBOARD FOR
RETIREMENT FUNDS
The Financial Sector Code (FSC) is the B-BBEE

voluntary for now, prescription could follow if targets

framework for the financial services industry. It is

are not being met.

an interventionist policy tool aimed at redress and
aligning government’s broad agenda to engender

Under the Revised FSC retirement funds are
required on an annual basis to:

the attainment of economic equality. Broadly
speaking, it is an instrument designed to achieve
parity within the sector.

1. Complete and submit the Retirement Fund BBBEE scorecard; and
2. Provide disclosures relating to trustee training,

Retirement funds play an instrumental role in the

member education and Fund liabilities.

South African economy in that they are responsible
for taking care of the retirement savings of our
people. They are also the largest procurer of private

1. Retirement fund B-BBEE
scorecard

sector financial services. For this reason the Revised
FSC has introduced a new scorecard targeted

The objective of the scorecard is to encourage

specifically at retirement funds. The requirement

retirement funds to provide for fair and equitable

for retirement funds to consider B-BBEE as part of

treatment of suppliers and employees. Therefore

their supplier selection process is not new as is

the scorecard consists of two elements only, viz.,

evident in Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act.

Management Control and Preferential Procurement.

The top 100 retirement funds (including umbrella

The detailed scorecard including a breakdown of

funds) will now be required to complete a B-BBEE

the total points per element, is as follows:

scorecard and provide additional disclosures. Whilst

Management Control Scorecard
Board and executive management participation

Points

Target

20

Exercisable voting rights of black board members as a
percentage of all board members

8

50%

Exercisable voting rights of black female board members
as a percentage of all board members

4

25%

Principal Officer, executive and senior management if
applicable

8

50%
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Preferential Procurement Scorecard

Points

Target Y1-3

Target Y3+

80
B-BBEE procurement spend from all empowering suppliers
based on the B-BBEE procurement recognition levels as a
percentage of total measured procurement spend

35

75%

80%

B-BBEE procurement spend from empowering suppliers who
are QSEs or EMEs based on the applicable B-BBEE Procurement recognition levels as a percentage of total measured
procurement spend

10

15%

25%

B-BBEE procurement spend from empowering suppliers that
are at least 51% black owned based on the applicable B-BBEE
procurement recognition levels as a percentage of total
measured procurement spend

25

15%

25%

B-BBEE procurement spend from empowering suppliers that
are at least 30% black women owned based on the applicable
B-BBEE procurement recognition levels as a percentage of
total measured procurement spend

10

7.5%

12.5%

a. What are the objectives of Management
Control?
To increase the participation of black trustees
(including black women) with voting rights. The

• Increase the Rand value of procurement-spend
towards black owned enterprises.
• Increase the Rand value of procurement-spend
towards black women owned enterprises.

increased participation of black people in senior

• Increase the Rand value of procurement spend

management, relating to the control of retirement

towards enterprises that generate less than R50

funds, is a further objective.

million of annual revenue.
• Conduct business with empowering suppliers as

b. What are the objectives of Preferential

defined in the FSC.

Procurement?
• Increase the Rand value of procurement spend
Trustees are responsible for the selection and

with enterprises where the B-BBEE level status

appointment of service providers across the value

is between levels 1-4 as per the Revised FSC.

chain. This includes the appointment of asset
consultants, actuarial consultants, employee benefits
consultants, risk benefits providers, asset managers
etc. The following set of guidelines should be adopted

• Enhance the Fund’s procurement status by
encouraging suppliers to become contributors
to B-BBEE and to improve their own contribution
levels.

as part of a retirement fund’s procurement policy
(in addition to the normal business criteria of quality,
price, technical expertise and service):
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The B-BBEE Scoreboard for Retirement Funds continued...

2. Fund Disclosures

Guidelines for Trustees

In addition to completing and submitting the B-

• Given the multifariousness of B-BBEE legislation

BBEE Scorecard retirement funds are also advised

we recommend that retirement funds seek

to provide the following set of annual disclosures:

professional guidance and support on how to
apply the Retirement Fund Scorecard and employ

• Report on the proportion of Fund liabilities
attributable to black male members and black
female members, based on the principles enshrined

a process to support procurement decisions to
ensure implementation of a sustainable transformation and reporting framework.

in FSC 100.
• Institute a robust and efficient supply chain
• Provide details related to accredited SA Quality
Authority (SAQA) approved training spent on
trustees and executive managers such as principal
officers and other staff. This should include the
quantum, average spend per staff member,
number of staff trained together with some

management process. Supplier chain data must
be collected and stored in a central repository.
All data used for decision making, verification
and reporting must be accurate and complete.
This will guide actions to be taken in regards to
the on-boarding and off-boarding of suppliers.

examples of key training interventions.
• Align the Fund’s Investment Policy Statement
• Member education initiatives (where applicable)
should also be disclosed both in terms of number

(IPS) to its Transformation Policy and Preferential
Procurement Policy.

of members trained and amount spent relative
to the size of membership.

• Institute review mechanisms to measure the
success of the Fund’s transformation strategy

• Finally, the B-BBEE annual report should include
a narrative on the B-BBEE score achieved and
plans for improving the score.

and actions to be taken to address weaknesses.
This should include the provision of regular
reporting to monitor progress against targets.
• Have a good understanding of its suppliers’
medium and long-term transformation plans. Set
targets for suppliers and engage and influence
their transformation plans.
• Continuously seek out opportunities to improve
procurement spend and the composition of its
board of trustees and management team.
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B-BBEE CREDENTIALS
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B-BBEE Credentials continued...

a. Managers B-BBEE status level
25

2014

Number of firms

21

2015

20
16

15

14

14

2016

16

2017

13

11

10

9

8

9
6

5

3

3
2

2 2
0

0
1

2

3

1

0

0 0 0 0

4

0 0

5

1

6

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

7

8

Contribution level

0

NonCompliant

Firstly it is important to bear in mind that 62% of

towards achieving a corporate structure that is well

managers are currently rated according to the

positioned to meet such requirements.

Financial Services Sector Code of November 2012
and the Revised Generic Codes of Good Practice of
2013. The Revised Financial Sector Code will become
mandatory once it has been gazetted. The Revised
Code will be largely positive for smaller black entities
but tougher for large entities because of the
introduction of sub-minimum targets and priority
elements. On average it is expected that large
entities contributor status will drop by 2 levels. To
meet the procurement requirements of asset owners
it is imperative for all firms to dedicate attention

Our findings indicate that there has been an increase
in level 1 and 2 contributors. It is disappointing
that there still exist majority black owned, managed
and controlled Qualifying Small Enterprises (QSEs)
and Generic (large) firms that have a level 3 rating
or are non-compliant. The classification of a business
as Exempted Micro Enterprise (EME), QSE or Generic
is driven by revenue. We can expect majority of
these ratings to change once the new codes have
been gazetted and come into effect.

b. Which sector code was applied to determine the company’s
B-BBEE contribution level
40%
35%

Whilst it is still a legal requirement for firms to
31.1%

31.1%

37.8%

report according to the last gazetted code many
firms have sought to embrace the Revised Financial

25%

Sector Code which has not as yet been gazetted.

20%
15%

It is important to note that the reporting require-

10%

ments and revenue thresholds under the Revised

5%

Financial Sector Code are different. For example

2017

Revised Financial
Services Sector
Code of 2016

Revised Generic
Codes of Good
Practice of 2013

0%
Financial
Services Sector
Code of 2012

% of firms

30%

the revenue thresholds for EMEs, QSEs and Generic
enterprises have changed from R5m and R35m to
R10m and R50m respectively. Furthermore majority
black owned EMEs no longer are required to complete
a scorecard and can instead
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complete an affidavit to confirm the B-BBEE status

the 40% minimum requirement for any of these

of the entity, a template of which is provided on

elements results in discounting of one B-BBEE level

the dti website. As mentioned earlier the Revised

status. Generic enterprises must therefore comply

Financial Sector Code specifies three priority

with all three priority elements.

elements for Generic enterprises. Failure to achieve

c. Verification agencies used

Verification Agency

Number of firms

Abacus

1

Affidavit

6

AQRate

5

Aqua BEE

2

Balushi Chartered Accountants

1

BSD Consulting

1

CM Rating Solutions

1

DTI

1

Empowerdex

5

Empowerlogic

1

Exceed Johannesburg/SAICA

1

Express Verification Services

1

InforComm (Pty) Ltd

2

MD Accountants & Auditors Inc.

1

Mosela Rating Agency

1

mpowerratings

1

Nolands

1

Premier Verification

2

SAB&T BEE Services

1

Southern Palace Consulting

1

Thamani Consulting

1

There are a number of verification agencies in South

process is mired with flaws resulting in invalid

Africa. It is important to also take note of the recent

certificates.” Therefore companies must fully research

findings of the B-BBEE Commission of the existence

the accreditation of the providers of B-BBEE ratings.

of fronting practices and inconsistent interpretation

The most used company currently is Empowerdex.

of the B-BBEE Act and policies. In the commission’s

Those companies who are classified under the

March 2017 submission to parliament they raise

Revised Financial Sector Code as EMEs have obtained

the “Lack of integrity in the verification process and

affidavits to confirm their B-BBEE contributor status.

conduct of professionals” and that the “Recognition
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d. Classification in terms of size
40%

With half of the participants younger than 5 years
33.3%

35%

% of firms

30%

28.9%

37.8%

and many yet to gather significant assets, 38% of
firms qualify as EMEs and are assigned a rating

25%

based predominantly on ownership and turnover.

20%

QSEs rated under the 2012 Code are those

15%

companies whose turnover is below R35m but above

10%

R5m whereas QSEs rated according to the Revised
Financial Sector Code are enterprises whose turnover

5%

is below R50m but above R10m. 29% of firms either

0%
Generic

QSE

EME

have a turnover greater than R35m or greater than
R50m depending on which code was used to conduct

2017

the rating and are classified as Generic enterprises.
Again it is important for companies to have a robust
B-BBEE strategy in place that regularly reviews
their positioning to ascertain the areas that require
increased focus so as to maintain or improve their
ratings.

e. B-BBEE policy in place

% of firms

80%

The importance of planning and having a policy in

73.3%

70%

place cannot be underestimated. Without a clearly

60%

defined policy and roadmap transformational goals
will not be achieved. The policy should include

50%

targets to be achieved, how they will be achieved
40%

and the review mechanisms adopted to monitor
26.7%

30%

progress in achieving those targets. Currently almost

20%

three quarters of managers have a B-BBEE policy

10%

in place.

0%
Yes

No
2017
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f. Ownership
i. Effective black (South African) ownership with equivalent voting rights

70%

2011

60%

2012
2013

% of firms

50%

2014
40%

2015

30%

2016

20%

2017

10%
0%

50%-60%

60%-70%

70%-80%

80%-90%

90%-100%

The ownership structure of a business is important

90% and 100% black ownership. With some

to ensure longevity and the success of the business.

corporate actions over the recent past a few firms

There has been some dilution of black ownership

have diluted ownership as part of their expansion

in the last year with 51% of firms having between

plans either to gain access to distribution or to
unlock working capital.

ii. Effective black female (South African) ownership with equivalent voting rights

70%

2011
2012

60%

2013

% of firms

50%

2014
40%

2015

30%

2016

20%

2017

10%
0%
0%-10%

10%-20%

20%-30%

30%-40%

40%-50%

>50%

Black female ownership is one area that requires

time translate into greater female ownership within

attention. Through the increased participation of

the firms. Only 9% of firms are majority black

black women across the industry this should over

female owned.
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g. Board of Directors

Number of firms

i. Number of directors
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

12
10
8
6
4
3

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1

7

8

Number of Directors

The composition of the board is largely dependent

emerging enterprises who are generally focused on

on the strategic priorities of the firm. Board members

the promotion of internal efficiencies. 34 out of the

each play different roles and as a group ensure that

45 firms have 4 or fewer directors. There are 4

the business is well positioned both in terms of

firms with a single director and 8 firms that have

governance and in meeting profitability targets. It

two directors whereas 1 firm has 8 directors. The

is not really the number of members that is important

asset management sector is a highly regulated

but rather the effectiveness of the group in making

sector given that the industry plays a key intermediary

good decisions on behalf of shareholders and other

role when it comes to the savings and investments

stakeholders. It is also encouraged that firms appoint

of our people. The reputation of the firm is first and

non-executive directors to provide independent

foremost to clients. Board members are generally

oversight of the executive team. In the case of

good ambassadors of companies and a well-

participating firms most of the firms have small

structured board protects the reputation of an

boards of directors. This is correlated to the size of

enterprise.

ii. % Directors that are black South African

% of firms

70%

2010

60%

2011

50%

2012

40%

2013

30%

2014
2015

20%

2016

10%

2017

0%
0%-20%

20%-40%

40%-60%

60%-80%

80%-100%

There has been a drop in the number of firms that

participation criteria of more than 50% black

have between 80% to 100% black board representa-

directors there are no firms that fall below this level

tion. 51% of firms are now in this category, down

but 20% of firms board composition is less than

from 56% last year. In keeping with the survey

60% black.
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iii. % Directors that are black female South African
90%

2010

80%

2011

% of firms

70%
60%

2012

50%

2013

40%

2014

30%

2015

20%
2016

10%

2017

0%
0%-20%

20%-40%

40%-60%

60%-80%

80%-100%

40% of firms have less than 20% participation by
black females on their boards. This gap should
begin to close as more black women rise through
the ranks of many of the participating firms.

h. B-BBEE procurement recognition level
45%
40%

2017

40.0%

% of firms

35%
30%

26.7%

25%
20%
13.3%

15%

8.9%

10%

4.4%

5%

2.2%

4.4%
0.0%

0.0%

0%
135%

125%

110%

100%

80%

60%

50%

10%

0%

B-BBEE procurement recognition level

The procurement recognition level is based on the

extremely important to note is the introduction of

B-BBEE contributor status of the organisation. Under

the B-BBEE Scorecard for Retirement Funds in the

the Revised Financial Sector Code companies that

Revised Financial Sector Code. This means that

hold a Level 1 rating enjoy a recognition level of

asset owners are going to increasingly procure

135% whereas companies with a Level 2 rating

services from enterprises who in addition to quality

have a 125% recognition level and those that are

of expertise and price can make a meaningful

non-compliant have a 0% recognition level. These

contribution to the asset owners’ B-BBEE rating.

recognition levels are important as they contribute

Currently only 40% of all firms are recognised at

to the B-BBEE Scorecard of the entity who procures

135% for procurement by their clients.

services from asset management companies. Also
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT
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With a large number of new firms as well as those

a. Economic

who have struggled to attract and retain assets

i. Company profitable

under management, only 58% of the participating
firms are profitable. The barriers to entry in asset
management are high when one considers the cost

70%
60%

of technology, administration, compliance and the

57.8%

skills that are required. Salary bills are in most

% of firms

50%

42.2%

cases the biggest expense and some firms struggle
to balance the need for high quality human capital

40%

and having good coverage of the market. So while,

30%

the picture of black asset managers appears more
20%

diverse and competitive (given the number of

10%

participants); the small amounts that the majority

0%

of firms manage makes their long term sustainability
Yes

No

tenuous. It is here where incubators can add a lot
of value providing a steady asset base from which

2017

to build and also helping with shared experiences
and advice.

These findings are concerning. It indicates that the

ii. Deliver three consecutive years
of positive NPAT over last three
financial years

structure of the sector does not support the
promotion of black capability holding back the
development of strong black financial enterprises
and the promotion of competition within the sector.
Co-ordinated intervention is required in order to

80%

71.1%

70%

that facilitate sustainable economic growth and

60%
% of firms

strengthen this sector and support business practices

social development. In its current form the overall
50%

sector is not sustainable.

40%
30%

28.9%

71% of participants have not been profitable over
the last 3 years. To gain traction and build solid

20%

asset management companies there needs to be a

10%

commitment from initial investors to support

0%
Yes

No

businesses through the time that it takes for them
to build out their infrastructure and turn to becoming

2017

profitable. Knowing that they have assets that will
stay allows the business owners to focus on bringing
in new clients and making sure that they deliver
on performance.
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Socio-Economic Impact continued...

iii. Made an income tax payment to SARS in last financial year
70%

% of firms

60%

2016

58.5%
51.1%

48.9%

50%

2017

41.5%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Yes

No

Sustainable growth in the sector will increase the

independently established black enterprises are

fiscal contribution made by the firms. Making a tax

having little influence or impact on the structure of

payment goes hand in hand with profitability. Only

the sector. A larger contribution to the tax base will

49% of the firms in the industry have made a fiscal

only be made when black business is successfully

contribution in the last financial year. Our data

integrated into the value chain through enablement

indicates that while there are progressive institutional

and support from all stakeholders thereby promoting

arrangements emerging, the structure of the sector

a more sustainable and competitive financial services

remains rigid. Big business that was established pre-

sector.

1994 continues to control the value chain and

iv. Number of new permanent jobs created

Number of permanent
jobs created

120

109

2016
97

100

2017

80
60
40
20
0
-2

-7

-20

Loss

Gained

The impact of creating new jobs cannot be underesti-

employed may well then create other jobs in other

mated. 97 new permanent jobs were created and 7

sectors as they consume and procure services. The

were lost over the last year. The economy is currently

sector is therefore growth inducing as it is more

under severe pressure and economic growth has

labour intensive and pays higher salaries which will

turned negative. Creating jobs in this environment

increase household consumption resulting in an

is commendable. Although fewer jobs were created

increase in demand. Concomitantly, higher salaries

this year than the previous year the economic situation

translate into higher taxes and also larger savings

has deteriorated. The jobs that are created within

opportunities. The sector also contributes to

the financial services sector are typically higher end

innovation, technological progress and productivity

jobs. For each new job created this creates a knock-

as the firms survive on high performance which may

on multiplier effect within the economy as the person

spill over to other parts of the economy.
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v. Wholly acquire or invest in another company
100%

Growth can be organic through building up the firms’

88.9%

% of firms

90%

asset base and generating more revenue and creating

80%

more jobs, or the growth can be acquisitive with

70%

firms buying other businesses to assist with their

60%

growth. Typically organic growth is labelled as more
successful and sustainable but acquisitions can take

50%

a business to the next level and create efficiencies.

40%

Given the concentrated structure of South African

30%

financial services we may begin to see some form

20%

of consolidation amongst fringe enterprises to achieve

11.1%

10%

economies of scale, leverage off a larger team base

0%
Yes

No

and remove key person and business risk ultimately
allowing a firm to become large enough to gain

2017

proper access to the market.

vi. % of total procurement spend from Black enterprises
with a level 1 or 2 B-BBEE rating
25

2017

Number of firms

20
20
15
10

10

11

4

5
0
0% - 25%

25% - 50%

50% -75%

75% - 100%

% of procurement spend from Level 1 or Level 2 B-BBEE rated enterprises

44% of firms procure less than 25% of their services

and encourage their suppliers to become contributors

from enterprises with a Level 1 or 2 contributor

to B-BBEE and to improve their contribution levels.

status. The asset management sector plays an

Asset management firms need to also have prefer-

instrumental role in the South African economy in

ential procurement policies in place supported by an

that they are responsible for taking care of the

efficient supply chain management process that

savings of our people. They also procure a number

seeks to engage and influence their suppliers’

of professional services from other parts of the

transformation plans, source opportunities for supplier

private sector. Black asset management firms also

development and ensure that documentation

need to consider B-BBEE as part of their supplier

requirements and regulations are strictly adhered

selection process. Like asset owners they too have

to. The optimal structure of firms in terms of black

a responsibility to increase the rand value of

participation and preferential procurement is an

procurement-spend towards empowering suppliers

essential contributor to the multiplier effect.
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b. Social
i. Spend on external financial literacy and education for ordinary South Africans
70%

Asset management firms through their products and

60.0%

60%

to social development by offering financial education

% of firms

50%
40%

services and business practices are able to contribute

and literacy programmes that target the general

40.0%

public. This is also important if one of the strategies
of the firm is to access the direct consumer market

30%

but it is also a requirement under the Revised Financial

20%

Sector Code as it contributes towards building a

10%

culture of savings in our country. Without clients no

0%

business can succeed and the more people who are

Yes

No

financially literate and have trust in the financial
services sector, the more potential clients there are.

2017

This is not something that will happen overnight and
some firms (40% of participants) are making a
contribution. However it is also noted that of those
firms that do spend the majority spend less than
1% of revenue. Bear in mind that this type of
contribution requires resources, time and commitment
which many of the managers cannot afford at this
early stage of their business cycle.

ii. Products that target the LSM 4, 5, 6 market
90%

Building a savings culture is a critical mechanism for

77.8%

80%

that cater for all South Africans and the effective

% of firms

70%

distribution of these will contribute to financial

60%

inclusion which enables inclusive economic growth.

50%

In addition, financial services fees should not be

40%
30%

economic growth. Savings and investment products

eroding the capital of small investors. The savings
needs of low income earners are different to those

22.2%

20%

of people with high levels of disposable income. There

10%

exists the perception that targeting lower income

0%

earners may be considered less glamorous and that

Yes

No

higher margins can be made from high net worth
individuals. Given the inequality gap and the concen-

2017

tration of wealth amongst a few this space is highly
competitive. The real opportunity lies in mass based
solutions to cater for the needs of the majority of
South Africans who fall in the lower LSM groups. Access
again will only be possible through commitment, a
well thought out strategic plan for penetrating this
sector as well as an allocation of resources and capital.
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iii. Produce any marketing literature in any of the official languages
outside of English and Afrikaans

120%

South Africa is one of the world's most multi-lingual

100.0%
100%

and culturally diverse nations with eleven official
languages. Out of all the 45 firms in the industry not

% of firms

80%

one has any of their literature available in a language
outside of English or Afrikaans. There exists significant

60%

scope for these enterprises to appeal to and connect
40%

with the majority of South Africans through targeted
advertising campaigns. Broadening a company’s

20%

reach utilising non-traditional means of communication

0.0%
0%

also adds to building a competitive edge.

Yes

No
2017

iv. Corporate Social Investment spend
20

18

2017

Number of firms

18
16
14

12

12

9

10
8
6

3

4

2

2

1

0

0%

0% - 1%

1% - 2%

3% - 4%

4% - 5%

>5%

% of annual revenue spend on Corporate Social Investment

Corporate Social Investment initiatives are a

Corporate Social Investment commitments provides

requirement under the Revised Financial Sector Code.

an opportunity to make the pie bigger for all. Two

These contributions are not for profit and should

thirds of firms are spending less than 1% of revenue

entirely be driven by a developmental agenda focused

on social investment with almost one third spending

on benefitting and uplifting our communities. Giving

nothing in this area. This is directly correlated to the

back is not just the right thing to do. It is important

low levels of profitability of many of the firms and

to help inject money into the economy to improve

so there is clearly a lack of sufficient capital to make

the lives of people who don’t have access to the

these type of allocations.

resources they may need to improve their lives. With
poverty and unemployment rife in the country the
number of causes that require assistance is vast.
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BLACKROCK GLOBAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
We speak to Ms Barbara Vintcent, Managing Director

aligns with BlackRock’s firm-wide objectives -

and Mr Khoabane Phoofolo, Vice President at

‘BlackRock has a singular purpose: to secure better

BlackRock South Africa.

financial futures for all of our clients’. To us this
means staying faithful to the time-honoured

The global skills development partnership between
BlackRock the world’s largest asset manager, the
Association for Black Securities and Investment
Professionals (ABSIP) and 27four Investment

objectives of safety, liquidity and return, all the
while recognising that markets evolve, which in
turn necessitates new forms of thinking and dynamic
decision-making.

Managers (27four) will soon enter its 3rd year of
collaboration. The partnership is based on developing

The BEA is now the most extensive and well attended

the experience of black investment professionals

knowledge transfer programme in the financial

in the management of global assets through hands

services industry. The entire programme consists

on global training. Every year two investment

of eight week-long training modules held in London,

professionals are selected to attend courses offered

San Francisco, New York and other BlackRock

by the BlackRock Educational Academy (BEA) that

locations, on the topics of asset allocation, fixed

are directly related to their skill set and therefore

income, indexing/ETFs, equities, risk management

designed to enhance their talent. Individuals are

and operational excellence, as well as alternatives.

selected from the pool of winners of the annual
ABSIP Financial Sector Awards and the 27four Black

27four:

Emerging Asset Manager Programme. Furthermore,

of this collaboration and what has been achieved

BlackRock has sponsored and provided educational

so far?

workshops/seminars with ABSIP and 27four in South

BlackRock:

Africa. The workshops and seminars provide ABSIP
members pertinent insights around global investment
trends. We speak to BlackRock South Africa about
this collaborative effort.

27four:

What is the motivation behind this

Could you share some of the activities

In 2016 Malungelo Zilimbola from

Mazi Capital and Maqhawe Dlamini of Mvunonala
Asset Management both attended the course in
global equity management in London. This year the
two managers BlackRock sponsored were Mark Van
Wyk from Mergence Investment Managers and
Kelebogile Moloko from Prowess Investment

collaboration?

Managers. The focus of Mark’s training was in

BlackRock:

BlackRock prides itself on being

Alternatives and the training was held in New York

a trusted advisor to our clients. Sharing our best

in March. Kelebogile will undergo training in

ideas, resources and processes is an essential part

Advanced Fixed Income in New York later this year.

of how we partner in South Africa. The key to our

Also in May this year two members of 27four’s

success as a strategic partner is our ability to deliver

investment team Akona Mlamleli and Nadir Thokan

a value proposition that is relevant and advantageous

attended our BEA event in London focused on Global

to our clients’ respective missions. Knowledge

Asset Allocation. Furthermore, this year we held an

transfer is at the core of this value proposition.

emerging manager event open to the entire ABSIP

Since 2015, BlackRock has worked with ABSIP and

community based in Johannesburg. Isabella Mateos

27four to identify and sponsor emerging managers

Y Lago, Managing Director and BlackRock’s Chief

to attend the BEA. The main purpose of the BEA

Multi-Asset Strategist, provided market insights
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from the BlackRock Investment Institute (BII). The event
was attended by approximately 30 ABSIP members interested
in global market insights.

27four:

Could you please tell us more about the BEA?

BlackRock:

The BEA programme was launched in 2013

as BlackRock’s knowledge transfer and training programme
for institutional investors. The annual programme consists
of eight week-long training modules usually attended by 25
to 45 individuals from a variety of institutions. The programme
features BlackRock investment professionals, researchers,
fund managers and risk managers as presenters. The BEA
is also an approved provider of continuing education for the
CFA Institute.

27four:

As the world’s largest asset manager with a

footprint in South Africa, could you share with us BlackRock’s
commitment to South Africa?

BlackRock: BlackRock is committed to asset management
in South Africa, and it aims to achieve success in partnership
with clients across the region. We have a long-term interest
in maintaining a strong South African presence so that we
can continue offering our local clients a comprehensive range
of innovative market-leading investment solutions. From
active to passive products, our clients can expect high-quality
investment solutions tailored to their specific objectives.
For more information on BlackRock please visit our website:
www.blackrock.com/za. Asset Managers can learn more
about candidature opportunities for the BEA programme
through their local ABSIP chapter or get into contact with 27four.

Ms Barbara Vintcent, Managing Director and Mr Khoabane Phoofolo,
Vice President at BlackRock South Africa.
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Responsible Investment continued...

a. Signatories to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI)

Number of firms

12
10

10

10

10

10

2014

2015

2016

2017

8

8
6

6

6

2011

2012

4

4
2
0
2010

2013

According to the UNPRI “Signing the internationally-

South African asset owners are signatories. So

recognised Principles for Responsible Investment

whilst responsible investing has gained momentum

allows your organisation to publicly demonstrate

globally in South Africa progress appears to have

its commitment to responsible investment, and

stalled. Going forward one area where active

places it at the heart of a global community seeking

management can really justify their fees is going

to build a more sustainable financial system.” There

to be through active ownership and the engagement

are currently 34 asset manager signatories in South

with investee companies to unlock value. The fees

Africa and black asset managers represent 29% of

for being a signatory of the UNPRI are extremely

this total. The power to influence and bring about

high but this is offset by the resultant benefits which

change in the industry is largely driven by asset

is access to global best practice.

owners so it is disappointing to note that only 8

b. Current signatories to the UNPRI
Aeon Investment Management

Mergence Investment Managers

Kagiso Asset Management

Argon Asset Management

Afena Capital

Mianzo Asset Management

Mazi Asset Management

Meago Asset Management

All Weather Capital

Mvunonala Asset Managers
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c. Extent to which firms employ Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors
into investment decision making
Subscribe to Code for Responsible Investing in South Africa (CRISA)
80%

2014

68.3%
60.6%
% of firms

60%

2015

57.8%

53.1%

2016
46.9%

42.2%

39.4%
40%

2017

31.7%

20%

0%
Yes

No

Unlike the UNPRI which is a global organisation,

the willingness of firms locally to take responsible

CRISA is a local initiative that requires no member-

investing more seriously. Only 58% of firms sub-

ship fees or annual reporting requirements. Recently

scribe to the code.

CRISA has lost some traction which also speaks to

Proxy voting policy in place
80%

71.9%

2014

69.7%
63.4%

2015

60.0%

% of firms

60%

2016
2017

36.6%

40%
28.1%

30.3%
40.0%

20%

0%
Yes

No
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Responsible Investment continued...

Votes recorded and made public
70%

% of firms

60%
50%

57.8%

57.6%

2015

53.1%

51.2%

48.8%

46.9%

2016

42.4%

42.2%

2014

2017

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

No

Only 60% of asset managers have a proxy voting

sets out the stance they should adopt that aligns

policy in place and this is down from the 63%

their view to global good governance. Very few

recorded last year. While the increase in private

asset managers are comfortable with having their

equity participants and the exclusion of some listed

votes published and open to public scrutiny. Until

players would have had an impact on the data,

asset owners take their voting rights more seriously

private equity firms should be active owners

and exercise good corporate citizenship, it is unlikely

continually engaging with management and the

that the majority of asset managers will do this of

board to unlock value in companies. This does not

their own accord.

preclude them from having a policy in place that

Utilise external service providers for data on ESG factors
70%
59.4%

% of firms

60%

63.4%
66.7%

50%

2014
2015
2016

40.6%
40%

60.0%

33.3%

36.6%

40.0%

2017

30%
20%
10%
0%
Yes

No

As the asset management industry has evolved far

who are utilising specialist data but this number is

fewer asset managers procure investment research

up from the 37% recorded last year. This could

from stockbrokers. ESG is one research area where

indicate that managers are beginning to realise the

stockbroking firms could differentiate themselves

value of having this specialist data when making

as a value add to clients and generate revenue.

investment decisions as the market has become

However there are currently only 40% of managers

less thematic and more of a stock pickers market.
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Average number of engagements with company management over the last 12 months
50%

% of firms

40%

2016
40.0%
34.2%

2017
34.2%
28.9%

30%

24.4%
19.5%

20%
12.2%
6.7%

10%
0%

6-8

4-5

0-3

>8

There has been a marked increase in the number

ment can often be a hindrance to smaller firms who

of managers who are doing very little when it comes

are not large shareholders. However unlocking value

to engagement but encouragingly there has also

in a small-cap stock that cannot necessarily be

been a sharp rise to 29% in the number of companies

owned by larger fund managers is as important as

that are participating in more than 8 engagements.

trying to engage the management of a large-cap

It takes time and resources to engage with the

stock and this is an area where analysts and

management of companies and access to manage-

investment managers can build a name for
themselves.

Incorporate ESG into your investment process
80%
68.9%

70%

consider ESG factors in their investment
process whereas 70% use it when engaging

% of firms

60%
48.9%

50%

with company management. Negative
screening is a blunt tool within responsible

40%
30%
20%

Almost 16% of firms do not even bother to

investing and only 16% of managers utilise

24.4%
15.6%

negative screening in their processes. For

15.6%

49% of firms ESG factors are considered in

10%

their risk management processes and as a
0%
Not at all

Negative
screening

Adjust
discount
rate

Risk
mitigation

Engage
with
management

tool to manage portfolio risk through exposure
to factors which may negatively impact
valuations.
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Responsible Investment continued...

Manage ESG specific mandates

100%
84.9%

87.8%

% of firms

80%

2015
82.2%

2016
2017

60%
40%
20%

15.2%

12.2%

17.8%

0%
Yes

No

This year almost 18% of managers are running

Product development is often driven by demand

mandates that have a specific ESG focus. This

from clients and as such the demand from institutions

number is up from previous years but it still

or even the retail investor for specific ESG funds is

comprises a very small portion of industry assets.

low.
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PRIVATE EQUITY
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Private Equity continued...

a. Manage private equity mandates

Ata Capital

Bayakha Investment Partners

Bopa Moruo Private Equity

Heritage Capital

Makalani Management Company

Nisela Capital

PAPEfunds

Summit Real Estate

100%

This year we have 8 managers whose core focus

82.2%

lies in the unlisted space representing almost 18%

% of firms

80%

of the universe of participating fund managers. This
60%

is a sector that is increasing in popularity because

40%

relative to listed markets the sector has the potential
to deliver better long-term investment returns.

20%

17.8%

0%
Yes

No
2017

b. Market segment breakdown
100%

2017

87.5%

90%
80%
% of firms

70%

62.5%

60%

50.0%

50%
37.5%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

12.5%
0.0%
Large Cap

0.0%
Mid Cap

Small Cap

Across the
market

B-BBEE
transactions

Secondary Infrastructure
(Energy)

The firms are predominantly (88%) targeting the

more opportunities to unlock value in the mid and

mid cap area of the market as the large cap space

small cap space. There is also an inclination towards

is soundly covered by the well-established incumbent

B-BBEE transactions and using empowerment

private equity managers. Additionally there are far

credentials to facilitate the financing of these deals.
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c. Target fund size
80%
70%

2017

75.0%

% of firms

60%
50%
40%
25.0%

30%
20%
10%

0.0%

0.0%

R300m - R500m

Below R300m

0%
Above R1bn

R500m - R1bn

Despite targeting the mid-cap sector where deals

there may be plenty of deals to deploy the assets

are much smaller, 75% of the managers are looking

into, the ability to be able to raise such large funds

to raise fund sizes above R1 billion. There are large

in the current environment can pose challenges.

fixed costs associated with raising a fund and while

d. Allow and look for co-investments
120%

% of firms

100%

All of the private equity funds participating in the
100.0%

survey are looking to allow limited partners to make
co-investments alongside them. This means that

80%

the fund will allocate money to a specific investment
60%

and then the investors in the fund can also invest

40%

in the same deal but in their own capacity. This

20%

allows them to participate in deals that are too big
0.0%

0%
Yes

No
2017

to include the entire deal in the fund for fear of
reducing the diversification in the fund. Coinvestments provide an opportunity for limited
partners to boost their returns through investing
alongside the private equity fund without having
to pay the same management fee and carry.
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Private Equity continued...

e. Fund look to take controlling stake in portfolio companies
80%

Often the best way to unlock value in a company

% of firms

70%

62.5%

is through taking a majority stake but not many

60%

fund managers want to be in that situation for a

50%

number of reasons. It requires dedicated full time
37.5%

40%

resources to influence the trajectory of a business
or it requires too much capital or they don’t believe

30%

that such a strategy would unlock value. In the

20%

group of participants a little over a third of firms

10%

are seeking to take majority stakes.

0%
Yes

No
2017

f. Funds successfully completed
8

2017

Number of firms

6

6

4
2

2
0

0

2

3

0
0

1

Number of funds
Only 2 of the managers have successfully exited a

any of the funds they may have raised and closed

fund while 6 of the managers are yet to fully exit

to date.

g. Number of funds still active

Number of firms

6

Many of the managers are new to the industry and

5

5

although the majority of the investment professionals

4

have experience from other private equity firms or

3

in corporate finance only 2 of the private equity
2

firms have successfully raised and fully exited a

2

1
1

fund before. However all of the firms have funds
that are active and one manager has 3 active funds

0

1

2

Number of funds

3

which may indicate that in the current environment
it has been difficult to successfully exit deals.

2017
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h. Classification of limited partners, % of fund size
35%

31.9%

2017

% of fund size

30%
25%
20%

15.6%

15%
8.8%

10%
5%

12.5%

11.9%

9.4%

6.3%
1.9%

1.9%

0%
Private
Individuals

Family
Offices

Fund of
Funds

Union
Pension
Funds

Govt.
Related
Pension
Funds

DFI
Entities

Endowments

IDC, PIC
or similar
entities

Other

The largest assets have come from union pension

of the investor size. Pension funds together with

funds to date. DFIs are significant investors into

the PIC and IDC make up 60% of the current

private equity but make up a very small percentage

investor base.

i. Investor location
100%

2017

% of fund size

94.4%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0.0%

5.0%

0.6%

0.0%

Africa (ex SA)

Australasia

0%
South Africa

North America

Europe

The majority of investors are South African and by

continuing and the African continent beginning to

and large the international markets remain untapped

look attractive to investors again after a long slump,

except for one firm with a European investor. There

there may well exist the opportunity to gather

have also been assets allocated by a fund in Africa

assets from outside of our borders.

outside of South Africa. With the search for yield
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ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Name of company:

Acanthin (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Sep-15

Website:

www.acanthin.com

Address:

4 Adrienne Street, Sandown, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 883 1580

Email:

amith@acanthin.com

Contact person:

Amith Singh

Title of contact person:

Chief Executive Officer

Name of company:

Aeon Investment Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Dec-05

Website:

www.aeonim.co.za

Address:

4th Floor, The Citadel, 15 Cavendish Street, Claremont, 7708

Telephone:

+27 21 204 6061

Email:

asief.mohamed@aeonim.co.za, funds@aeonim.co.za

Contact person:

Asief Mohamed

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@AsiefMohamed

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/aeoninvestmentmanagement

LinkedIn:

Aeon Investment Management (Pty) Ltd

Name of company:

Afena Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Nov-05

Website:

www.afenacapital.com

Address:

5th Floor, MontClare Place, Cnr Campground & Main Roads,
Claremont, 7708

Telephone:

+27 21 657 6240

Email:

gcloete@afenacapital.com

Contact person:

Grant Cloete

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

All Weather Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-08

Website:

www.allweather.co.za

Address:

Peregrine Building, 1st Floor, 6A Sandown Valley Crescent,
Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 722 7374

Email:

info@allweather.co.za

Contact person:

Refiloe Sello

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

LinkedIn:

All Weather Capital

Name of company:

Aluwani Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Dec-15

Website:

www.aluwanicapital.co.za

Address:

EPPF Office Park, 24 Georgian Crescent East, Bryanston East,
2152

Telephone:

+27 21 204 3800

Email:

aluwani@aluwanicapital.co.za

Contact person:

Lonwabo Dambuza

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

LinkedIn:

Aluwani Capital Partners
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Name of company:

Argon Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Apr-05

Website:

www.argonassetmanagement.co.za

Address:

2nd Floor, Colinton House, The Oval, 1 Oakdale Road,
Newlands, 7700

Telephone:

+27 21 670 6570

Email:

info@argonasset.co.za

Contact person:

Luyanda Joxo

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Facebook:

Argon Asset Management

LinkedIn:

Argon Asset Management

Name of company:

Ata Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Feb-12

Website:

www.atacapital.co.za

Address:

9th Floor, 90 Grayston Drive, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 321 1636

Email:

info@atacapital.co.za

Contact person:

Maredi Mampuru

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

LinkedIn:

Ata Capital

Name of company:

Balondolozi Investment
Services (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Apr-10

Website:

www.balondolozi.co.za

Address:

3rd Floor, Old Trafford, 1 Isle of Houghton, 11 Boundary
Road, Houghton, 2198

Telephone:

+27 86 126 2270

Email:

yolande@balondolozi.co.za

Contact person:

Yolande Mokhantso

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Bayakha Investment Partners (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Oct-15

Website:

www.bayakha.co.za

Address:

Brooklyn Place, 3 Centex Close, Krammerville, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 568 9834

Email:

info@bayakha.co.za

Contact person:

Ngoku-Sakhile Mazwi

Title of contact person:

Executive

LinkedIn:

Bayakha Investment Partners

Name of company:

Benguela Global Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Feb-13

Website:

www.benguelaglobal.com

Address:

6 Mellis Road, The Avenues North, Rivonia, 2191

Telephone:

+27 10 596 8500

Email:

info@benguelaglobal.com

Contact person:

Sibongile Mpakanyiswa

Title of contact person:

Executive

LinkedIn:

Benguela Global Fund Managers
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Asset Manager Profiles continued...

Name of company:

Bopa Moruo Private Equity (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Nov-12

Website:

www.bopamoruo.co.za

Address:

3 Exchange Square, 87 Maude Street, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 784 1740

Email:

nkhoele@bopamoruo.co.za

Contact person:

Nthime Khoele

Title of contact person:

Director and Principal

Name of company:

Cloud Atlas Investing (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-13

Website:

www.cloudatlasinvesting.com

Address:

Ground Floor, Cradock Heights, 21 Cradock Avenue,
Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 268 1852

Email:

info@cloudatlasinvesting.com

Contact person:

Maurice Madiba

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@CloudAtlas_AMI

Facebook:

CloudAtlasInvesting

Instagram:

@cloudatlas79

LinkedIn:

Maurice Madiba

YouTube:

Cloud Atlas Investing

Name of company:

Excelsia Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-16

Website:

www.excelsia.co.za

Address:

3rd Floor, Sunclare Building, 21 Dreyer Street, Claremont,
Cape Town, 7708

Telephone:

+27 21 276 1740

Email:

info@excelsia.co.za

Contact person:

Rajay Ambekar

Title of contact person:

Executive

LinkedIn:

Rajay Ambekar

Name of company:

Heritage Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jan-15

Website:

www.heritagecapital.co.za

Address:

The Place, 1 Sandton Drive, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone:

+27 10 5944708

Email:

admin@heritagecapital.co.za

Contact person:

Philile Maphumulo

Title of contact person:

Executive

LinkedIn:

Heritage Capital

Name of company:

Idwala Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-17

Website:

www.idwalacapital.co.za

Address:

1st Floor, 68 St Andrew Street, Birdhaven, Johannesburg,
2196

Telephone:

+27 11 447 1099

Email:

nandi@idwalacapital.co.za

Contact person:

Nandi Rodolo

Title of contact person:

Executive
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Name of company:

Independent Alternatives
Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Aug-15

Website:

www.independentalternatives.co.za

Address:

Office 5c, 5th Floor, Green Park Corner, Corner West Road
South and Lower Road, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 71 891 7162

Email:

grant@independentalternatives.co.za

Contact person:

Grant Hogan

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@Independent_Alt

Name of company:

Kagiso Asset Management

Date of inception:

Dec-01

Website:

www.kagisoam.com

Address:

(Pty) Ltd

5th Floor, MontClare Place, Corner of Main & Campground
Roads, Claremont, 7708

Telephone:

+27 21 673 6300

Email:

info@kagisoam.com

Contact person:

Kelly de Kock

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Legacy Africa Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Aug-13

Website:

www.legacyafrica.co.za

Address:

The Firs, 4th Floor, Cnr. Biermann & Cradock, Rosebank,
2196

Telephone:

+27 11 759 4012

Email:

info@legacyafrica.co.za

Contact person:

Lentswe Gopane

Title of contact person:

Executive

LinkedIn:

Legacy Africa Fund Managers

Name of company:

Lodestar Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jan-15

Website:

www.lodestarfunds.com

Address:

The Terrraces, 2nd Floor, 25 Protea Road, Claremont, 7735

Telephone:

+27 21 673 7812

Email:

reza@lodestarfunds.com

Contact person:

Reza Khan

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Lunar Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Feb-15

Website:

www.lunarcapital.co.za

Address:

29 Seventh Street, Houghton Estate, 2198

Telephone:

+27 83 305 7860

Email:

sabir@lunarcapital.co.za

Contact person:

Sabir Munshi

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@sabirmunshi

Facebook:

Lunar Capital

LinkedIn:

Sabir Munsh
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Asset Manager Profiles continued...

Name of company:

Makalani Management Company (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-05

Website:

www.makalani.co.za

Address:

18 Hurlingham Road, Illovo, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 428 0680

Email:

enquiries@makalani.co.za

Contact person:

Keshan Pillay

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Maru Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-13

Website:

www.maru-am.co.za

Address:

Ground Floor, Lancaster Gate, Hyde Lane, Hyde Park Business
Park, Cnr Jan Smuts & William Nicol, Hyde Park, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 325 0026

Email:

info@maru-am.co.za

Contact person:

William Moutloatse

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Mavuso Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-14

Website:

www.mavusocapital.co.za

Address:

4th Floor, The Firs, Rosebank, 2196

Telephone:

+27 78 360 5885

Email:

lethum@mavusocapital.co.za

Contact person:

Lethu Malimela

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@LethuMalimela

LinkedIn:

Lethu Malimela

Name of company:

Mazi Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-06

Website:

www.mazi.co.za

Address:

4th Floor North Wing, 90 Rivonia Road, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 10 001 8300

Email:

info@mazi.co.za

Contact person:

Siviwe Mazwana

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Meago Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Oct-05

Website:

www.meago.co.za

Address:

73 Oxford Road, Saxonwold, 2193

Telephone:

+27 11 646 2944

Email:

anasm@meago.co.za

Contact person:

Jay Padayatchi

Title of contact person:

Executive
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Name of company:

Mergence Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Aug-04

Website:

www.mergence.co.za

Address:

6th Floor, The Equinox, Cnr Milton & Main Road, Sea Point, 8005

Telephone:

+27 21 433 2960

Email:

info@mergence.co.za

Contact person:

Ronel Bantjes

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Twitter:

@MergenceIM

Facebook:

Mergence Investment Managers

LinkedIn:

Mergence Investment Managers

YouTube:

Mergence Investment Managers

Name of company:

Mianzo Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Aug-10

Website:

www.mianzo.co.za

Address:

Unit GG01 Rostra House, The Forum, North Bank Lane,
Century City, 7441

Telephone:

+27 21 552 3555

Email:

info@mianzo.co.za

Contact person:

Ayanda Ndlovu

Title of contact person:

Administrator

Name of company:

MSM Property Fund (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-12

Website:

www.msmpropertyfund.com

Address:

3 Exchange Square, 87 Maude Street, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 326 8214

Email:

musi.skosana@msmproperty.co.za

Contact person:

Musi Skosana

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@MSMProperty

YouTube:

MSM Property Fund

Name of company:

Mvunonala Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-10

Website:

www.mvunoam.co.za

Address:

Building 72, 72 Grayston Drive, Sandton, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 772 1000

Email:

minentle.yoba@mvunonala.co.za

Contact person:

Maqhawe Dlamini

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Nisela Capital (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Mar-11

Website:

www.niselacapital.com

Address:

Block B, 1st Floor, 34 Impala Rd, Chislehurston, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 268 1839

Email:

info@niselacapital.com

Contact person:

Richard Ngwenya

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@NiselaCapital

Facebook:

Nisela Capital Pty Ltd

LinkedIn:

Nisela Capital
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Name of company:

Pan-African Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-96

Website:

www.pam-asset.co.za

Address:

Sand of Thyme, 6 Blackpool Road, Bryanston, 2021

Telephone:

+27 11 463 0300

Email:

insight@pam-asset.co.za

Contact person:

Mphile Abel Sibande

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

PAPEfunds (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-09

Website:

www.papefunds.co.za

Address:

222A, Grosvenor Road, Bryanston, 2146

Telephone:

+27 10 007 4465

Email:

zuko@papefunds.co.za

Contact person:

Zuko Kubukeli

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@PAPEFunds

Name of company:

Perpetua Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Apr-12

Website:

www.perpetua.co.za

Address:

5th Floor, The Citadel, 15 Cavendish Street, Claremont, 7708

Telephone:

+27 21 674 4274

Email:

info@perpetua.co.za

Contact person:

Logan Govender

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@Perpetua_Invest

LinkedIn:

Perpetua Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd

Name of company:

Prescient Property Investment
Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jan-14

Address:

Prescient House, Otto Close, Westlake Business Park, 7945

Telephone:

+27 21 700 5398

Email:

thabo.motloung@prescient.co.za

Contact person:

Thabo Motloung

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Prowess Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Dec-08

Website:

www.prowessinvestments.com (under construction)

Address:

20th floor, Thibault Square, 1 Long Street, Cape Town, 8001

Telephone:

+27 21 565 0065

Email:

ClientReports@prowessinvestments.com

Contact person:

Cheryl Wyngaard

Title of contact person:

Executive
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Name of company:

Regiments Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

May-05

Website:

www.regiments.co.za

Address:

1st Floor, 35 Ferguson Road, Illovo, Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 595 0780

Email:

naseemas@regiments.co.za

Contact person:

Naseema Sayed

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Sentio Capital Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-07

Website:

www.sentio-capital.com

Address:

3rd Floor, Global House, No 28 Sturdee Ave, Cnr Jellicoe
Ave, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone:

+27 11 880 1994

Email:

info@sentio-capital.com

Contact person:

Lerato Privat de Garilhe

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Twitter:

@SentioCapital

Facebook:

SentioCapital

LinkedIn:

Sentio Capital Management Pty (Ltd)

Name of company:

Seriti Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-14

Website:

www.seritiassets.co.za

Address:

5 Jellicoe Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone:

+27 10 035 0780

Email:

info@seritiassets.co.za

Contact person:

Solly Tsie

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Solaris Bataung (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Nov-16

Website:

www.sbcapital.co.za

Address:

Coral house, 20 Peter Place Drive, Bryanston, 2021

Telephone:

+27 11 568 1818

Email:

dzulani@sbcapital.co.za

Contact person:

Dzulani Ndou

Title of contact person:

Administrator

Name of company:

Summit Real Estate (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Sep-16

Website:

www.summitafrica.com

Address:

3rd Floor, One Vdara Building, 41 Rivonia Road, Sandhurst,
2196

Telephone:

+27 10 880 1812

Email:

duduzile@summitafrica.com

Contact person:

Langa Madonko

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@SummitAfr

LinkedIn:

SUMMIT Africa
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Name of company:

Tamela Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jun-17

Website:

www.tamela.co.za

Address:

Ground Floor, Golden Oak House, Bally Oaks Office Park,
35 Ballyclare Drive, Bryanston, 2191

Telephone:

+27 11 783 5027

Email:

info@tamela.co.za

Contact person:

Moeketsi Mokuoane

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Taquanta Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Sep-99

Website:

www.taquanta.co.za

Address:

7th Floor, Newlands Terraces, Boundry Road, Newlands,
7700

Telephone:

+27 21 681 5100

Email:

crm@taquanta.com

Contact person:

Menzi Lukhele

Title of contact person:

Business Development Manager

Name of company:

Third Way Investment Partners (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Sep-15

Website:

www.thirdway.co.za

Address:

First floor, 11 Crescent Drive, Melrose Arch, 2076

Telephone:

+27 11 684 1192

Email:

info@thirdway.co.za

Contact person:

Fulu Makwetla

Title of contact person:

Executive

Twitter:

@ThirdWayZA

Name of company:

Value Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-16

Website:

www.valuecapital.co.za

Address:

Second Floor, 8 Melville Road, Illovo, 2196

Telephone:

+27 10 594 0286

Email:

info@valuecapital.co.za

Contact person:

Sam Sithole

Title of contact person:

Executive

Name of company:

Vunani Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd

Date of inception:

Jul-99

Website:

www.vunanifm.co.za

Address:

6th Floor Letterstedt House, Newlands on Main, Cnr of Main
and Campground Road, Newlands, 7700

Telephone:

+27 21 670 4900

Email:

info@vunanifm.co.za

Contact person:

Letshego Rankin

Title of contact person:

Executive
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CONTACT US
27four Investment Managers
We are a leading retirement fund transformation specialist. Allow us to help you achieve your transformation
goals. Our capability includes:
• Drafting and implementing your B-BBEE investment policy.
• Asset allocation, manager selection, portfolio construction and risk management.
• Helping you access the leading B-BBEE asset managers across asset classes and lifecycle.
• Daily risk management and monitoring.
• Measuring the socio-economic impact of allocating to B-BBEE asset managers and suppliers.
• Retirement fund B-BBEE Scorecard measurement and disclosure.

BEE.conomics
Is a leading source of black fund manager data, investment product and intelligence. BEE.conomics provides
access to:
1. Data and intelligence across the sector to ably evaluate the progress of transformation.
2. A roadmap to asset owners, the public and private sector on how to achieve cohesive integration across
the value chain.
3. Black asset manager investment products.
4. Black financial planners and advisors.
BEE.conomics is a trademark of 27four Investment Managers.

Get in touch with us today:
www.27four.com
BEE.conomics@27four.com l info@27four.com
#BEEconomics l @27four
WE LIVE INVESTMENTS.

+27 11 442 2464 l 0800 000 274
27four Investment Managers is an authorised financial services provider with license number 31045.

Proud winners of the Raging Bull, Morningstar Inc, HedgeNews Africa, ABSIP and AfricaAM Awards.

Disclaimer
All information has been voluntarily provided by the participating firms and compiled both electronically and manually by 27four. Technical or human error is
possible by the firm or 27four. 27four makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy and reliability of the data, as such has not been verified by 27four.
Any investor interested in these firms should conduct its own verification. Firms may have posted inaccurate data and 27four make no representation of having
reviewed or validated such data. The inclusion or omission of any firm or service herein shall not be deemed a recommendation by 27four for or against the
service thereof. This report is not intended to be an offer, solicitation, encouragement, or recommendation to in any way use or hire any firm or purchase any
security. Reference to a particular company in this report does not constitute a preference, an appraisal, audit or endorsement as to the operating or financial
condition of that firm. 27four shall not be liable for any claim, demand, suit, action, judgment, cost, charge or expense, including court costs and attorney’s
fees, or damages of any nature whatsoever, incurred by a user arising out of the use of this Report, even if advised of the possibility of such.
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www.27four.com
info@27four.com
@27four
+27 11 442 2464 l 0800 000 274 (toll-free)

27four Investment Managers is an authorised financial services provider
with license number 31045.

